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University Plans Computer
Science Major for 1984
by Kathryn King
Fairfield's College of Arts and Sciences is proposing the addition of a major and a minor in
computer science to the curriculum. The School
of Business is also proposing a major and a
minor in information systems.
Presently, concentrations in computer science
are available but due to an increased demand
the next step is the proposed major and minor.
"A lot of things have to happen between the
proposal and the course being offered," said the
dean of Arts and Sciences, Mr. Stephen Weber.
Working on the drafting of the proposal are three
faculty members: Dr. David Burry, director of
computer science, Dr. George Lang and Dr.
Jenny Baglivo.
Before the proposal goes in effect according
to Dean Weber, it has to be reviewed by the
Education Planning Committee (EPC). This will
probably take place in October, according to Dr.
Burry. It will then be reviewed by the
Undergraduate Curriculum Committee. The administration has a part in reviewing, also. These
committees will be modifying the proposal as
well as approving it.
If it meets internal approval it will be presented
to the office of education of the State of Connecticut. If they approve it, computer science will be
available as both a major and a minor. Dr. Weber
commented, "I don't want students to have the
idea that it's a certainty."

monitoring the amount of use the terminals were
getting from present classes.
Presently, "we have one full time computer
scientist and two half time computer scientists
so we're okay for the next couple of years," according to Dean Weber. Also, other faculty
members are acquiring additional training in
computer science.
Dr. Burry said that there is a fully planned curriculum which is still subject to change. Examples of courses that may be offered, if approved, are Operating Systems One and Artificial
Intelligence.
Dean Weber said that they will be adding
courses yearly as the need arises. Courses for
senior computer science majors won't be needed for several years so they will not be added until needed. "By the time we're done we'll have
a strong computer science major."
Dr. Burry commented, "I think it's going to be
exciting once it's implemented. I'm looking forward to it getting past the planning stage. My impression is that it will be a really good program."

New Registration Set For Spring Term
by Jeanne Drozd

"If everything goes as planned we would hope
to have it available next year," he said. One problem, though, is that incoming freshmen will not
be able to be fully informed about the new
program.
To accommodate the new major and minor, it
has been projected that there will be "thirty terminals just to service the courses," according
to Dr. Burry. Data about this was compiled by

This Fall and next Spring will see the initiation
of a new registration process. The new registration system will involve the recently installed
DEC 20/60 computer.
Opscan forms will be sent with student's
name, yera, student number, major and lottery
number of each school or department prior to
each registration period. The new registration

Key Explains Ad Techniques
by Christine Ryan
"In this presentation, I will show you what
you do not want to see. It is not hidden, we
hide it from ourselves." Thus Dr. Wilson
Brian Key captured the attention of a large
Oak Room crowd last Tuesday night with his
lecture entitled "Subliminal Seduction," a
part of the F.U.S.A. Arts and Lectures Series.
Using slides of everything from menus to
magazine ads to paintings, Dr. Key asserted
that consumers are often being forced to buy
products that they do not really want to
purchase.
Dr. Key, author of three books and head
of a subliminal research institute, opened the
lecture with an apparently innocent slide of
four flowers. He explained in detail the sexuality surrounding two entwined plants and
the "birds and the bees." It was then that he
pointed out that the white background behind
the flowers was shaped to spell S-E-X. He
declared that the word was in our brain the
moment we looked at the picture, and he
merely brought it from our unconscious to our
cognitive level.
The lecture continued with many slides of
magazine ads, which most often the reader
assumes to be photos. Using blow-ups, Dr.
Key showed that these ads were specially,
doctored paintings designed to arouse the
audience subconsciously, using faces and
bodies inside ice cubes. Their arousal can be
measured by scientific methods such as
galvanic
skin
response
and
electroencephalograms.
"The advertising world is a sixty billion
dollar a year business," Dr. Key declared.
"When you are investing ten million dollars
into one ad campaign, you want to be sure
it will work. I just want you to realize what they
have been doing to you."
One of the most revealing slides was of a

Students are seen here operating terminals which run independently of the system based
in Bannow. A major in computer science will be offered in 1984.[Photo by John Pastorelle]

Howard Johnson's menu advertising a clam
plate. Writen in the parsley, Dr. Key found the
letters S-E-X. The helping of clams was not
a photo, but a retouched painting of various
forms. Dr. Key and his associates analyzed
the "clams" and outlined them into the
shapes of eight people and a donkey in an
apparent orgy.
A controversy arose a few slides later,
when Dr. Key decided not to analyze it
because "of the nature of this university," but
the audience's cheers convinced him. It was
of a Norman Rockwell plate advertisement of
a seeminly sentimental scene of a mother
and children. Once the photo was blown up,
Dr. Key asserted that the little boy's forearm
was nothing less than a male reproductive
organ.
Continued on page 4

process was formulated by Mr. Russo and the
deans of the university. Students will be required
to still meet with their individual advisors to work
out class schedules. Course booklets will contain an example of the opscan form plus a new
coding system. It will still have course numbers,
number of credits, name of the course and the
teacher, but now it will also have item numbers
that correspond to the course numbers, as well
as a section for major, second major/minor, core
or elective courses.
After completing the opscan sheet, which
faculty advisors must sign, it is entered directly
into the computer. The direct-line system
enables additions and/or deletions to be done
quickly and more efficiently. The computer then
scans the primary requests for each item
number. This allows a better demand view of
specific courses that tend to be large.

Undergraduate deans along with chair and/or
area coordinators will have the opportunity to
add or cancel courses as they see the demand.
Robert C. Russo, University Registrar, is
highly in favor of the newly established system.
He sympathizes with students about the new
registration system and sees the new process as
more efficient, less time-consuming, and fairer
overall. A graduate of Fairfield ('72) and
employed initially as a Management Information
Director until 1980, when he became the University Registrar, he has seen the need for such a
system, especially as student enrollment has
increased.
Opscan sheets will be filled out be students
during the week of November 7th, Details concerning the rooms and times for each department will be posted soon. Course booklets are
scheduled to be available by November 1.

Higgins Urges Gommencement
Speaker Suggestions
by Jeanne Drozd
Consideration of both the honorary degree recipient and the commencement speaker for graduation 1984 is underway under the guidance of Fr. John J. Higgins, S.J, the Assistant to the President. Fr. Higgins urged all faculty, students, staff, and members of the administration to get involved in the first step of the process.
This is the first year that a new policy has been established by the Honorary Degree Committee.
As in past years, letters asking for nominations were sent to Trustees, Administrators, and students,
but this year letters were sent to the faculty as well. The letter basically requested the names of
prospective candidates to be submitted under one of the following four categories: Outstanding
Professional Achievement, Distinguished Public Service, Outstanding Service to the University,
and Distinguished Service to Faith and Justice. There is a specific form which must be completed
about the candidate.
t
After all nominations have been submitted, the Honorary Degree Committee, which is comprised of three faculty members, two administrators, and two students (Seniors), will meet in October
and November to review the list. In each of the four categories, three names are selected with a
first, second, and third priority system. There is a maximum of four Honorary Degrees given at Commencement, one from each of the four categories, plus a fifth one given to the Commencement
Speaker.
The approved list of prospective candidates is submitted to the President, who then proceeds
to contact them on the basis of their priority. Contacting the candidates takes some time, and students
are not notified about who has-been accepted until after March.

Dr. Wilson B. Key points out subliminal
seduction in advertising techniques to an
Oak Room crowd.[Photo by John Pastorelle]

"As a matter of fact, Harvard does not announce who their commencement speaker is going
to be until the night before graduation. Boston College and our process are very similar," said Fr.
Higgins. Although the Commencement speaker receives an Honorary Degree, he/she is considered
a separate part of the graduation ceremony.
This is the fourth year Fr. Higgins has been involved with the Honorary Degree Committee. He
stresses the importance of student and faculty involvement, especially that of the Seniors since
it is their graduation. "I'm disappointed to hear that the seniors did not receive the forms for commencement speaker and the honorary degree recipient," he commented.
The sending out of these forms was put under the direction of F.U.S.A.
If anyone would like more information, nomination forms, or would like to submit a nomination,
contact Fr. Higgins office, Bellarmine—room 123, or call 255-5411, ext. 2256.
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Speak Out

Should Martin Luther King's Birthday Be A Federal Holiday?

Kim Godfrey '87
Politics
" Yes. Because I feel that Martin Luther King
played a crucial role in the history of the
American people, both black and white, and
should be nationally recognized."

Dena Cacchiotti '87
Psychology
"No." Only one man has been recognized
with a federal holiday, George Washington.
Though I feel King's role was important in
society, so are many others who have and will
not be recognized nationally."

Bill Begg '85
Biology
"Yes. / feel that Martin Luther King's birthday should be recognized as a national holiday. I feel that other states should take the initiative that Connecticut has taken in making
this day a holiday."

Felicia Murray '84
Finance
"Yes. I feel that Martin Luther King has contributed a lot to our society in making this
world a better place to live. There should be
a day set aside to honor this man."

Novak, Political Theologian,
To Speak At Fairfield
by Christine Ryan

Alumni relax and listen to Ray Boston as he provides musical entertainment for the.
[Photo by Ellen Dougherty]
Homecoming festivities.

Homecoming Succeeds
by John Todd Bishop
The annual Homecoming sponsored by the Alumni Association was held last Saturday, October
8. Anthony Pucillo, the chairman, and Irene Keating planned a day and night of activities for the
Fairfield graduates.
The Rec Plex was open for alumni use, there was tailgating in front of McAuliffe Hall as well as
a variety of Fairfield Varsity games to attend.
At night, the festivities began with a cocktail party and then a buffet dinner. This was followed
by a dance in the Oak Room with the band T. Kay 5. Outside the Stag-her, Ray Boston entertained
the alumni with sing-a-longs and variety of tunes.
Among the graduates, predominantly from the past five years, there were some reflecting on how
it felt to be back. Beth OeGloria '83, had mixed reactions, "I love coming back and seeing my friends
and yet I miss being a student so I'm a little melancholy."
Lyle Giranbola '81, felt, "The step from college to real life was an eye opener and also very rewarding. However, this brief step back to one of the best times of my life was much needed."
Most of the graduates had only fond memories of Fairfield, feeling it was a very happy and fulfilling period of their lives. Jerry Sargent '82, gave this advice to Fairfield University students: "Fairfield is a fantastic place to go to college. Enjoy it while you can, because when you're done, life
moves almost as fast as the IRT at rush hour."

Creating any theory that combines politics,
economics and religion is difficult and often controversial. When Michael Novak speaks on his
theory on Monday, October 17, he is bound to
raise some eyebrows and questions.
His lecture, sponsored by the College
Republicans and the Politics Club, will cover his
most recent book, The Spirit of Democratic
Capitalism. Included will be his distinct beliefs
on capitalism, theology, and American society.
"Mr. Novak has definite political and theological views, mostly theological," according to
Politics Professor Carmen Donnarumma. "If you
are a liberal, you might not agree with everything
he says."
Describing himself as a "neo-liberal," Mr.
Novak has been influential in teaching and in
politics. His most outstanding achievement was
being appointed by President Reagan as Chief

of the U.S. Delegation to the United Nations'
Human Rights Commission.
His economic point of view is along the same
lines of business and the American Way. Mr.
Novak, a Catholic, sees a "shift in the Catholic
church towards socialism, which he does not
like," according to Professor of Religious
Studies, Dr. Paul Lakeland.
Unlike Professor Donnarumma, who "agrees
with some of the things he says," Dr. Lakeland
finds many of his theories anything but credible.
Mr. Novak is a former left-wing radical who
now possesses ideas taken from the radical left
and right wings. He has been involved in antiwar activism, speech-writing, and has taught
religion at Stanford University and Syracuse
University. He is currently affiliated with the
American Enterprise Institute in Washington,
D.C.
Tickets are still for sale ($1.00 for students,
$2.00 for non-students) in the Campus Center
lobby.

Rubenstein To Lecture
by Paul Farrand
Joshua Rubenstein, Director of the Northeast Region of Amnesty International, will be

speaking in the Oak Room Tuesday, October 18
at 7:30 p.m. He will be speaking on the Amnesty International organization and the situation of
political prisoners, specifically on the situation
in the Soviet Union, Chile, and Africa.
Amnesty International is a worldwide organization which works to end physical and spiritual
degradation, torture, and capital punishment of
all prisoners, and to secure freedom for
prisoners of conscience—persons imprisoned
for their beliefs, religious or political, who have
not used or advocated violence. Amnesty International was the recipient of the 1977 Nobel
Peace Prize.
Mr. Rubenstein, a native of New Britain, Connecticut, has been with Amnesty International for
eight years. He has travelled through the Soviet
Union three times and has also travelled through
most of Western Europe and Israel. His specific
area of interest is Soviet human rights. He is the
author of Soviet Dissidents: Their Struggle for
Human Rights (Beacon Press, 1980). He has
also published articles in numerous journals, including the New York Times Book Review, the
New York Book Review, the Wall Street Journal,
and the New Republic.

Graduates of Fairfield who returned for this joyous weekend sing together and reminisce about old times at Fairfield University.
[Photo by Ellen Dougherty]
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In addition to Mr. Rubenstein's talk, the film
"Prisoners of Conscience" will be shown and
there will be a discussion afterward.
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EDITORIALS 1 /
THOU SHALT NOT PARK!
"All dressed up and no place to park" seems to be a common theme for students attempting
to find parking at this fine institution.
A recent trip through campus around midday uncovered no free parking spaces in the lot behind
Canisius, the Loyola lot, and the two parking areas surrounding the gym. Of course, everyone knows
students are not allowed in the Campus Center lot, and if a car is found in any of the dorm lots
there's a very good chance it will be ticketed. So where do students go? The townhouses— No,
Thou Shalt Not Park There.
Parking spaces on campus are becoming more and more scarce with no visible relief in sight.
The university parking situation was last inspected six years ago, and it is our feeling that the situation
has deteriorated since that time, and should be looked into once again.
Security officials would probably state that the difficulty is caused by students parking where they
shouldn't, but if there are not spaces in their designated area what other recourse do they have,
unless they want to be considerably late for class? If we Shalt Not park anywhere, then why dost
thou not (the university) allot more monies for concrete which may solve this parking dilemma. We
wonder how much of the funding for those useless slabs of concrete could have been put towards
additional parking areas.
What is truly needed right away is a meeting between students, security, and the administration
to decide what can be done about this difficulty. So many students are complaining (see the letter
below) that the problem deserves attention in the very near future. As a matter of fact, if the university
were willing to set up a type of town meeting every month to let students air their gripes both the
school and the students might work out kinks in new programs so that both are served effectively.
So let's say we'll meet on Thursday at 7:30 sharp, unless of course we can't find a place to park,
in which case we may be a little late.

The Scales Are Balanced

future of the university in the same manner?
Besides, after paying so much money for tuition
in the first place, an extra $10 per semester is
not going to impoverish anyone.
2) At the student level, the senior class should
accept your challenge to raise money as a class
gift to the university. I propose that each senior
donate $25 to the endowment fund, thereby raising approximately $15,000 ($25 times approximately 600 seniors). Again, this is not that much
money, if we consider that there are approximately 250 days from the first day of class until
graduation. Surely every senior can afford to give
a dime a day to the endowment fund. Convincing
the senior class will be another matter, no doubt.
I have often heard, Fr. Kelley, that you are concerned witrjrthis school's image—and rightly you
should be. If you want this school to become all
that it can be, you must make Fairdale a thing
of the past. People's attitudes are hard to
change, and that is what we are essentially talking about—changing the attitude of those who
would like to keep Fairdale alive. Nonetheless,
it is what needs to be done. Only then can a real
Jesuit education be given here at Fairfield.

baseball team is very proud of: our baseball field.
We are proud of it, and not because our coach
pours extra money into it. Instead, we are proud
of.it because of the two men who work far past
their call of duty on that field out of love and
respect. They are Bob and Steve Koteles, who
work long hours on the field, out of pride for their
work, and for our team.
The statements made by this editorial intimate
that the baseball team gets additional funds
because our coach is also the athletic director.
If anything, the coach denies us any extras.
Sure, we do take a southern trip to North
Carolina, and we do have shiny red jackets and
bright red spikes, all of which everyone can see.
But what the university public cannot see, is that
all of the money for what we have is either raised
by the players or paid out of their own pockets.
As far as scholarships, not a single player has
a "full ride." The few partial grants we do have
are divided among the players, depending on
talent and on need.
I'd like an apology from the Mirror for running
an editorial which was obviously unresearched,
and which has ridiculed a part of our lives that
we have earned through hard work, and are very
proud of. It takes hard work to get the things
necessary to form a quality Division I baseball
team.
What I truly find remarkable is that the Mirror
could run an editorial in one section stating that
the baseball team is afforded extra benefits
which other teams are not, and then three pages
later run a picture of a basketball player with a
quote by him saying that the baseball team
should be given more money.
That seems a little foolish. Though an editorial
may indeed be an individual's opinion, if the
opinion is not based on fact, and then is contradicted three pages later, for me that periodical
loses its credibility. I hope that the accusations
made about the baseball team can be retracted,
and the Mirror staff will, in the future, be more
careful about what they say and when they say it.
Sincerely,

Timothy Patrick Brady '84

Douglas Hofstedt '85 and the entire Fairfield
University Baseball Team

Dear Editor:
The article entitled "Balance The Scales" (Mirror, 29 September), attempted to say that the
amount of time and money put into the different
sports programs here at Fairfield should be
equalized. This point I agree with, as I urn a
baseball player who feels that there should be
a change in the athletic emphasis here at
Fairfield.
However, if the author is going to critize the
baseball team and our head coach C. Donald
Cook, then I would at least expect him to make
accurate statements. The annoying part of the
editorial was that the author dared to bring into
his errant accusations something which the

Cure Needed Now For 'Fairdale-itis'
Being an Open letter to Fr. Kelley
Dear Father Kelley:
The "state of the university" is, quite bluntly,
not very good. Fiscally, it would seem that it has
never been better—fundraisers last year brought
in more money than ever before, the university
has just been bequeathed $1.75 million for its
endowment fund, and plans are being drawn up
(or so it seems) to build more town houses. So
everything is just fine and dandy here at Fairfield
University, right?
Wrong. President Carter, in a now-famous
speech, spoke about the 'national malaise.'
Well, Fr. Kelley, there is the same sort of malaise
here at Fairfield—it's called 'Fairdale-itis.' Its
symptoms include worrying about what party to
go to on Thursday, Friday and Saturday nights
(such decisions are often based on which party
will have the most beer), taking the easiest
classes possible to fulfill your core requirements,
and referring to the University as 'Fairdale,' thus
betraying a country-club mentality—one which
does not want to get involved in, much less think
about, some of the more pertinent issues of our
day
'Fairdale-itis' received its finest public
expression - in last year's valedictorian address. That speech's blatant materialism is, I
fear, the real governing principle here at Fairfield, not, unfortunately, the much-vaunted ideal
of a Jesuit education. A Jesuit education is no
longer seen as an experience in learning, or an
openness to and awareness of other points of
view, but as a ticket to a better-paying job, and
a chance to spend four years at what is quickly
becoming a party school.
How can this school promote an 'openness'
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and 'awareness' when it is so blatantly
homogeneous? In other words, in lieu of the fact
that the vast majority of the student body looks
as if it had just walked out of The Fairfield Store,
how can any type of healthy diversity exist? Just
how does this university manage to keep itself
so white, so upper-middle-class, so Fairdale-ish?
No doubt, part of the reason is that the school
does not have much money to use for scholarships. And lest it be said that I criticize without
offering some positive suggestions, I offer two
such suggestions now. As you pointed out to us
on September 11 at the Senior Champagne
Brunch, the greatest problem for the University
is, and will continue to be, the size (or should I
say the lack of it?) of the endowment fund.
Therefore, I offer these two proposals:
1) At the university level, explore the possibility
of adding $10 to the tuition per semester, and
that this sum be given directly to the endowment
fund. This would raise approximately $40,000 a
year ($20 a year times 2000 students). The objection might be raised that we pay enough tuition already—an objection that need not be
taken all that seriously. If the students are willing to pay a 'student activity fee,' which serves
to subsidize F.U.S.A., why not subsidize the

Getting The Short End Of The Stick
To the Editor:
In response to the article "Balance the
Scales" (Mirror, 29 September), The Women's
Field Hockey Team would like to stongly reaffirm
the editor's assertion that "Sports at Fairfield is
a limited term." At the outset of our season, we
were informed by the Athletic Department that
insufficient funding afforded to many of the
teams results from the simple fact that basketball is a "Level I" top-priority program. The decision to develop a "Level I" basketball program
that participates in Division I of the NCAA is a
decision which was made by the University, and
one over which the Athletic Department has little jurisdiction. However, the distribution of
money for "Level II" teams, which are also Division I of the NCAA, is regulated directly by the
Athletic Department.
The controversy surrounding the field hockey
game against U.R.I, is a classic example of the
attitudes reflected by the Athletic Department.
It is disconcerting to walk out on a field before

an important game knowing that the game may rent controversy, perhaps it is because they
be stricken from the record book as a result of choose to ignore the Field Hockey program as
a situation that you had no control over. The well as other Level II sports programs.
The Women's Field Hockey Team
Athletic Director was forced to attend his second
game in six years. Perhaps the lack of attendance results from the fact that the field hockey
and softball fields are so far away from the main
campus. Or maybe it is because the number of
games to attend was slashed even before the
season started, without notifying the team. While
The Mirror welcomes the opinions
the field hockey team did voluntarily buy their
and comments of its readers. Letters
sticks for the '83 season, we were forced to fund
to the Editor can be submitted to
several other team projects on our own. That's '
Box AA or to the Mirror office in the
not to say that the team never receives any
ground floor of Gonzaga.
money. We were generously funded with $5 for'
a weekend in Worcester. But doesn't that
economic planning seem a little awkward?
What is necessary at this point is a published
All letters to the Mirror must follow the'
statement from the Athletic Department which
policy set forth by the Editorial Board.
1. Letters must be relevant and timely.
clearly lists the money allotted to each team, and
how each team utilizes their funding. If the
2., Letters must be typewritten on a 20-65
Athletic Department does not respond to the curmargin, double spaced.
3. Letters must be received by 6:00 p.m. Friday evening for publication the following
Thursday.
4. To insure publication every letter must be
signed. With Mirror permission, author's
name may be withheld.
5. Upon submission, letters become Mirror
c) barrel through the little man in the visitor's
property.
information booth and park in the shuttle space
6. The Mirror reserves the right to edit all
d) make like Chitty Chitty Bang Bang and park
letters. Letters must be free of personal
attacks, inaccurate factual material,
on the roof of F.O.B.—
We were forced to reject all of these choices
and all libel.
7. Letters which contain personal arguments
(after all, the little man in the booth could be
or replies should be conducted on a face
someone's grandfather) and settle for Plan E.
to face basis, so that room can be reservWE BLEW OFF CLASS AND HEADED FOR
ed for more generalized topics.
MCDONALDS!!
8. The Executive Board shall determine by
Yours truly,
majority vote which letters shall appear.
Lori McDonald
The Board's decision is final.
Karen Smith
Kathy Forrester
Sue Coleman

Pave Bellarmine Pond
Dear Teacher:
I was absent from class today. ..
not because I wasn't prepared for my testnot because my alarm clock didn't sound—
and not because my dog ate my homework.
No.. .it was my car, or rather, finding a home
for my car. Evidently, we neglected to make our
parking spot reservations two weeks in advance
to insure a parking space on Wednesday, 5
October 1983; thus, we weren't able to locate a
vacant square meter. After exploring several
alternatives—
a) park on Bellarmine lawn
b) leave the car running in front of our classroom

Letter Policy
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Power Outage Sets
Students Back 30 Minutes
by Thomas P. Moore
Power to Fairfield University's dormitories and
many of its other buildings, including the Jesuit
Residence, failed for one half hour on October
6, last Thursday. The outage was a result of a
mechanical failure of a transformer off campus.
"It was a transformer that blew. It is not uncommon to see this happen from age or heavy
usage or draw of electricity. It was like a fuse
blowing," Captain James Ryan of the Fairfield
Fire Department said when asked about the
cause of the power outage that occurred last
Thursday.
"We got a call around six a.m. from a resident
in the Barlow Road area who said that there was
a fire on the electric pole. Then we received a
second call from the Jesuit Residence," he
continued.
Resident advisors were notified of the power
outage, which lasted approximately one half of
an hour and posted signs announcing the real
time to all of those with electric alarm clocks that
were half an hour late.
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When reached for comment, United
Illuminating issued a statement from its
Customer Service line saying that the power may
have been caused to go out because of a small
animal, such as a squirrel, crawling across a
power line.
This could have caused a failure such as the
one that occurred on that area of Barlow Road
on the morning of October 6. If it was fixed in
such a short time, it must not have been a very
serious problem, the spokesperson concluded.
Captain James Ryan added to his earlier
statement, "Usually the transformer will blow
during the summer when there is an unusually
heavy drain on the unit and it is relatively hot outside," he continued. "The cooling oil in those
transformers gets red hot and sometimes explodes as happened on your campus two years
ago."

Subliminal
Seduction

The outage occurred on Barlow Road, knocking only a fraction of the campus power out.
There were outages in the residential area surrounding the university area also.
I
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Boos

Cheers

To mornings after a long weekend...The latest
spectator sport on this campus seems to be
deciding who's hungover and who isn't...To a
lack of parking spaces...If we wanted to park in
Guam we would have gone to school in
Guam...To a plan that separates friends because
of a forced choice between the Oak Room and
cafeteria due to the drinking age...Did you ever
think of a cash bar upstairs and downstairs?...To
the guys who make their dates stand on line to
buy Harvest tickets...Don't be such tourists...Get
a clue.

To long weekends providing time to head home
for a few days or making that long awaited road
trip...To the upcoming Harvest Weekend...If
you're still looking for a theme, how about "Hem
till mig eller dig"...To the Deli opening earlier on
Columbus Day and to their new refrigerator...To
a successful Alumni homecoming...just wish it
wasn't planned for a long weekend so we all
could have gone...

Continued from page 1
"If you can't recognize a real ice cube from
a fake one, how will you ever know the truth
about El Salvador or Russia?" Dr. Key concluded. In an eye-opening and sometimes controversial lecture, Dr. Wilson Brian Key insisted that
he was not showing the audience anything new,
he was revealing that which they did not want
to see. "Whatever you do in life, keep questioning everything. Don't accept everything that
you're told," he asserted.
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Order early for your
Flowers and Corsages
for the Harvest Dance
HANSENS FLOWER SHOP
& GREENHOUSES

714 Reef Road, Fairfield, CT
(203)

254-0748

COLD BEER & ICE« KEGS AVAILABLE • LUNCH AND DINNER SPECIALS
•COLD CUTS'PARTY PLATTERS »HOT & COLD SANDWICHES* SODA
•COFFEE*ITALIAN SPECIALS!

345 REEF ROAD, FAIRFIELD

255-0461
rH^^^^^^^^^^^^^>^>^X^333^>>>^>33333333X^AV^

Bud's Breakfast Special
Ham, Egg and Cheese 75*

TTTF'

6:30-10:30 AM
Fresh Danish and Pastry daily j

NAUTILUS CAFE

Call In Orders Welcomed
HOURS: 6:30-8 M-F • 7:30-8 Sat. • 8-2 Sun.

SPECIALS:
Mon. thru Thurs. Draft Beers 25o 8-11 p.m.
Tues. 2 for 1 Bar Brands only, 9-11
Wed. Ladies Night. All ladies drinks $1.00 all
night

the
courage to try
is all
you need
to . . .

COMING SOON

BUTTON NIGHT and
Tote Bag Night

MAKE A DIFFERENCE

Watch for it!!

. . . in the lives,
faith, and
development
of peoples.

LUNCHEONS &
DINNERS DAILY
11-3, 5-11

FORMORE INFORMATION

BROTHERS OF HOLY CROSS
Bro John Zick. CSC
RD#3.Box113.Valatie. N Y 12184

(518) 784-3481

3

Come in and make your own breakfast til
11 a.m. It's ail on BARNEY — all you have
to do is clean up!
1144 Reef Road, Fairfield—255-3416
SgSBgBBSBm^

:

?
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Lakeland On Novak
by Paul F. Lakeland, Ph.D.
Michael Novak, controversial apologist for the
affinity of conservative politics and Christianity,
will speak on the Fairfield campus on October
17 at 7:30 p.m. in the Oak Room. A guest of the
College Republicans and the Politics Club,
Novak is Resident Scholar in Philosophy,
Religion and Public Policy at the American
Enterprise Institute in Washington, D.C. His lecture is entitled "War of Ideas: The Spirit of
Democratic Capitalism."

"The lecture certainly
shouldn't be missed, unless
you are convinced of the
conservative position..."
So much for the bare bones of the announcment. But who will you hear and what will he be
saying? The lecture certainly shouldn't be missed, unless you are convinced of the conservative
position in either religion or politics in which case
Novak would only be preaching to the converted.
So Republicans and the John Birch Society can
stay away (though they probably won't), but
Young (and not so young) Democrats, the uncommitted (a large group), and the many Marxist or fellow-traveller faculty members should
pack the halls.
What we shall probably hear, judging by the
title of the lecture, is the argument of Novak's
recent writings, in particular Toward a Theology
of the Corporation (1981) and The Spirit of
Democratic Capitalism (1982). Novak is a leading
apologist for the moral and spiritual values of the
corporate world. We shall therefore probably be
treated to a disquisition on the Christian
character of big business and its leading role in
the preservation of the free world. We may even

tainly thinks that the Church has conceded too
much to socialism, and that the time has come
for a renewed confidence in capitalism as a
viable moral and Christian option. I am not sure
that he is right; it really doesn't do to conflate
capitalism and democracy in such a way that one
can argue, as he does, that "There are no
socialist states that are also democratic."
There is no doubt that Novak is an extremist,
although it may be an extremism shared by the
majority of people, at least in our society. There
is a lot of value in listening to extremists. Fr.
Philip Berrigan, who spoke here a year ago, was
an extremist for the opposite point of view. The
issues are so clear when we hear extremists
speak. It will be fascinating to hear Novak make
a case for national, corporate, and individual
greed.
Dr. Lakeland is Assistant Professor of
Religious Studies at Fairfield.

The Politics Section
is always looking for
submissions from
students and
professors.
If you have a comment on
a piece in this section or
an opinion you would like
to express, please submit
your work to Box AA in
the Campus Center or to
Mike Guarnieri.

[ POLITICS j
Sympathizer's Call To Arms
by Rich Carr
This past summer, on July 19, the Nicaraguan
people celebrated the fourth anniversary of their
liberation from the chains of the savage U.S.backed dictatorship of Anastasio Somoza. The
19th was by all means a time for happiness and
joy. It was a time for the Nicaraguans to stop and
reflect on their newly-won freedom and all of its
implications. This is also a time for serious
thought, however, for the people of Nicaragua
as well as for us in the U.S.
In the four years since the Sandinistas took
control of state power, it has been one impressive gain after another. In every area—

"America's domination
has kept millions in Central
America under oppression.'
education, health, local government, agriculture,
popular participation, etc., the Sandinistas have
made significant social progress. In four years,
Nicaragua has more than doubled its number of
schools. It has opened clinics throughout the
country, increased the number of doctors and all
but eliminated measles and Polio through a national vaccination campaign carried out by the
mass organizations. For the first time, the country stands on the threshold of being self-sufficient
in food. All this social progress coming while
Reagan, the Cold Warrior, arms anti-Sandinista

discover why Novak draws parallels in Toward
a Theology of the Corporation between the
modern corporation and the suffering servant of
the Book of Isaiah. We shall certainly be told not
to assume that socialism holds all the moral high
cards.
Beneath the surface (barely) of Novak's agenda is a quarrel with the Christian church (in particular with the Catholic Church, which has in
some quarters acquired rather late in the day a
reputation for radicalism). Once upon a time,
Novak was himself to be counted in the progressive camp; in the Sixties he wrote a book,
The Open Church, in the reforming spirit of the
Second Vatican Council. Before and since that
time, the Catholic Church has focused its social
teaching'into a condemnation of political extremes, both Marxism and "liberalism" (a
Vatican codeword for "advanced capitalism" of
the world of Reaganomics, not for Kennedy or
Mondale-style political thought). Novak has failed
to go the whole way with the Church; he would
presumably reject Pope John Paul H's argument
that advanced capitalism makes labour (i.e.,
people) into an instrument of capital (i.e., a few
"top" people), and argue instead that capitalism
is inspired and fuelled by the moral and spiritual
values of the Protestant work-ethic. Novak cer-

Present

MICHAEL NOVAK
Oak Room

7:30 p.m.

*****

Tickets: $1.00; $2.00 non-students
TICKETS ON SALE DURING LUNCH AND DINNER
IN CAMPUS CENTER LOBBY.
*****

Mr. Novak is the author of
The Spirit of Democratic Capitalism

"God bless the
Sandinistas..."

perialism. It is time for the people of Guatemala,
Colombia, Honduras, Chile, and all other victims
of U.S.-supported military dictatorships to start
building strong ties to the mass of the population. It is up to the various revolutionary groups
to offer a channel for organizing and clearly expressing popular aspirations. Victory will not
come overnight; the conditions must be ripe for
a short-term insurrection. Revolution is not the
preferred choice, but it is, as history proves, inevitable given the conditions.

THE FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY COLLEGE REPUBLICANS
and
THE POLITICS CLUB

Monday, October 17

rebels (many of whom formed the Somoza National Guard) in an attempt to overthrow the
Sandinistas.
This, of course, is nothing new for the
Nicaraguans and the people of Central America.
For years, the U.S. has fought against liberation
movements. America's imperialist domination
throughout Central America has kept millions of
people under the most severe oppression. Even
with the overwhelming evidence that the U.S.
provides wholehearted support to far more
repressive and undemocratic regimes than the
Sandinistas, the message of our brutal imperialist foreign policy just doesn't seem to get
across to the average American. The problem
lies in the distortions we are fed constantly from
the media.
Armed struggle or guerrilla warfare conjures
up in most people images of tiny, power-hungry
cliques committed to violence for its own sake.
To others, more sympathetic, the words suggest
raw heroism ripped of political substance. The
recourse to armed struggle is a rational decision
made by ordinary, usually exceptional, men and
women with a vision for a new social order. It is
rational only if every other choice is closed. In
Nicaragua, there was no other choice. We can
view the Sandinista revolution as a model and
as an inspiration to other nations who are being
crushed by the United States' vicious im-

"Victory will not come
overnight. The conditions
must be ripe for a shortterm insurrrection."
There are some who might ignorantly label me
a "Communist sympathizer". I prefer to be called a Freedom sympathizer. The people in Central America are fighting for their freedom. God
bless the Sandinistas for showing the way; the
rest must now follow.
Mr. Carr is a member of the Democratic
Socialists of America and the Socialist Labor
Party.

College Republicans
Announce Poll Results
TOPIC: FLIGHT 007
1. How would you rate President Reagan's
response to the recent downing of a Korean Air
Lines jet by the Soviet Union?
NOT TOUGH ENOUGH
46%
ABOUT RIGHT
47%
TOO TOUGH
7%
2. Do you feel that President Reagan's assessment of the shooting down as a confrontation not
merely between the two superpowers, but between the Soviets and the rest of the world is a
proper one?
YES
82%
NO
18%
3. Do you feel that President Reagan should
have suspended arms negotiations with the
Soviets in light of this incident?
YES
37%
NO
63%

4. The Soviets claim that they were simply
following-through on their own policy by downing the jet (it has been their public and wellknown policy to fire upon aircraft flying over their
airspace and not responding to Soviet
authorities). Do you feel the United States should
initiate such a policy for use over U.S. airspace?
YES
11%
NO
89%
5. Has your position on President Reagan's proposed defense budget changed since this
incident?
NO, I HAVE ALWAYS SUPPORTED
REAGAN'S DEFENSE BUDGET39%
NO, I STILL BELIEVE THE DEFENSE
BUDGET IS TOO HIGH
40%
YES, NOW I SUPPORT REAGAN'S
DEFENSE BUDGET
6%
YES, NOW I OPPOSE REAGAN'S
DEFENSE BUDGET
15%
Note: There were 109 persons polled in the Campus Center lobby.
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Fairfield Hosts Parents
by Steve O'Brien
Every time a high-school student
becomes a college freshman, one can be
sure that there is a parent deep in worry
lingering behind. Mothers must force
themselves not to call their sons/daughters
every night (sometimes unsuccessfully)
while fathers insist on pretending that they
are not worried in the least. Well, this just
doesn't work for parents too long, so Fairfield does its part by holding its annual
Parents' Weekend. The date for the event is
scheduled for the week end of October
15-16, and a turn-out of over1200 parents
and students is expected.
What's the purpose of having a Parents'
Weekend? The main reason for the event is
to enable parents to get the feel of what the
students are going through, both
academically and socially, at Fairfield.
Not surprisingly, more parents of
freshmen attend the weekend than those of
upper classmen. (About 60% of all
freshman parents attend). However, the
weekend is indeed intended for parents of
all the classes; and due to the popularity of
the yearly Parents' Dance, parents of upperclassmen, as well as the upperclassmen
themselves, attend the function.
This special weekend really gets the
parents involved - and this is due to the innovative schedule of activities and presentations which are planned for Saturday and
Sunday. The weekend entails the entire
campus, and there is something to interest
every parent.
Saturday's schedule begins at 9:00 a.m.
as registration takes place in the Campus
Center Lobby. Also at this time, basketball
scrimmages will take place in the gym - and
all are welcome to watch.
Parents can take advantage of the oppor-

tunity to get an overview of the campus by
taking a bus tour at their convenience - as
the tours will be running from 10:00 a.m. u>
til 4:00 p.m. These tours are being run
courtesy of the Cardinal Key Club, which is
known for helping out with the weekend last
year.
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Later that morning, the Women's Cross
Country Meet will take place; and that afternoon, Fairfield's soccer team will take on
Holy Cross. Both parents and students are
encouraged to attend these events.
Although Parents' Weekend includes
many aspects of college life, its emphasis
is, appropriately, on academics. Accordingly, during the mid-afternoon, various
academic sessions will be held. The purpose of these sessions is to inform the
parents of the content and types of study
that are involved in the multitude of majors
at Fairfield. Incidentally, every possible major will be represented by the academic
chairperson of that department. This is
surely an excellent opportunity for parents
to get a glimpse of Fairfield's academic life.
And, for those freshmen who are undecided
in terms of major, there will be commentary
sessions for them as well.
At 4:00 p.m. in the gym, a special mass
will be held by the campus ministry. Following the mass, Fr. Kelley will host a reception
in the Oak Room - as he addresses the
students and their parents.
Considered by many to be the focal point
of the weekend, the Parents' Dance has
been very successful for the past two years;
and this year should be no exception.
Two live bands will perform at the dance,
which will make use of both the Oak Room
and the Main Dining Room of the Campus
Center. Festivities at the dance will include
a slide show on the Mezzanine, and live
entertainment at the Stag-Her Inn.

I FEATURES
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THOU
SHALT
NOT
PARK
HERE
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'Then Who Shalt?"

Something will be happening in every corner of the Campus Center.
Sunday's agenda will begin with a "Fun
Run" around a part of the campus for any
novice or expert jogger interested. The rest
of the day will consist of such events as a
student activities display, a special brunch
at 11:00 a.m., an open house at the Recplex,
and, at 1:00 p.m., the Women's Chorale, the
Men's Glee Club, and the Chamber Singers,
will perform in Gonzaga Auditorium. The

[Photo by Tricia Marriot]

day will end with the Jesuit Honor Society
Induction for those invited, in the Oak
Room.
There are so many people involved in
making this weekend possible, that listing
them all would be difficult. Claire Carney,
who is involved in the Development Department at Bellarmine, summed it up when she
remarked, "It (Parents' Weekend) is a combination of everyone's effort." Now, let's
just hope for good weather!

The Archies:
Live At Harvest!
by M. Beguine
In a surprise move that, in the words of
SEC Director Ned Sabinsky, 'Shocked the
heck out of us monkeys,' Southside Johnny
and Marshall Crenshaw have opted out of
their Harvest contracts. They have been
replaced by The Archies, perennial 60's bubblegum popsters, as a last resort— I mean,
last-minute replacement.
Sabinsky, in a Mirror exclusive, told us:
'Okay. You want to know what happened?
I'll tell you what happened. Crenshaw's
glasses fogged up and someone slipped
some orange sunshine in Southside
Johnny's Miller Beer. As of right now,
they're recuperating at reserved suites in
The Record Plant And Rest Room For Incapacitated Rock Stars in New York City,
and should be fit to tour in a few years. I'm
sorry for both of them, but hey, we've got a
show to put on, you know? I mean, hey.'
The Archies, once the paragon of all that
represented teenybopper culture, consist of
lead guitarist Archie Andrews, rhythm
guitarist Reggie Mantle, organist Veronica
Lodge, percussionist Betty Cooper and
drummer Jughead Jones: the same lineup
that saw them through such classics as
"Sugar Sugar," "Hot Dog" (a tribute to The
Archies' mascot, Jughead's pet mongrel)
and "Do the Veronica."

Why the Archies? Sabinsky: 'Okay, let's
see if you can dig this. It's not like we have
tons of green stuff to spend like Jim Koplick
and Shelly Finkel do. Man, we were lucky to
get Crenshaw and Southside, and we had to
pull some serious wool over their eyes to do
it.
'The Archies, on the other hand, are on
the comeback trail. They've streamlined
their sound for the 80's—now they're new
wave and dress like rejects from Flash Gordon—and they've got a new album out
called Hot Jalopies To Hell. They've proven
that they're still relevant to the music
scene, that they haven't been gunning Old
Betsy in the mud musically. Now all they've
got to prove—to themselves and to Slash .
Records—is that they've still got drawing
power outside Riverdale. I think they've got
it.'
Added F.U.S.A President Bob Mullivan:
'Why not The Archies, Beav?'
And Mr. Weatherbee, The-Archies' high
school principal: 'Do I have to talk about the
Archies again?'
And Rich Mealey, Mirror music maven: 'I
think Betty Cooper has great legs.'
Miss Grundy, currently residing at the
Riverdale Rest Home, could not be reached
for comment, as the paralysis of her tongue
muscle results in horribly slurred speech
and a lot of drooling.

Resident Advisors: The Human Perspective
by Darren LaFlamme
The role of the resident advisor is one
that must be looked at in closer detail.
R.A.'s play an important part in our growing
and learning experience here at Fairfield,
yet only a few of us appreciate the time and
effort than an R.A. gives toward our well being. The advisor's job is a twenty-four hour a
day job, and for that fact alone we should
have utmost respect for them.
I recently spoke with three resident advisors, each one representing a certain area
of the campus. From Julie Hall, Bryan
LeClerc. This is Bryan's first year as advisor, and he is a Politics major and Communications minor. He can be found on
Julie I. From Kostka (Southeast), Colleen
Button, can be found on Kostka II. She is a
senior nursing major, and this is her second
year as R.A. as she was an advisor in Julie
last year. From Campion II, we have Tim
Lane. This is Tim's first year as R.A. and he
really loves it. so far. Tim is double majoring,

in History and English.
The role of the advisor is a difficult one,
and the R.A.'s are paid well for their efforts.
"We get our room and board free." begins
Colleen. "We also do not have to worry
about having a roommate because we're in
a single room, although I would love to have
a roommate again. We also get our meals
for free and we receive stipend checks
because essentially our job is a 24 hour job
and the University compensates us for the
rest of our pay."
Colleen continues to tell of the excursion
into becoming an R.A. "First you have to attend a preliminary seminar in which they explain what the role of a resident advisor is.
Next is a lengthly application in which you
must answer several essays pertaining to
yourself, and specifically why you would
make a good R.A. After this point, there are
some people taken off the list, and the process continues. You must then have an interview with one of the staff of Student Services. Once again, some people are taken

off the list. Next is a group interview with
about 7 or 8 students where they evaluate
your leadership qualities. If you make it
through the next cut, you're in. At the end of
the following summer you are told where
you will be R.A. for the following year."
Although the resident advisor is there to
help us, resident advisors are there even if
you just want to talk. Tim Lane put it best,
"R.A.'s are students too." R.A.'s have
similar concerns and worries, and the R.A.'s
do not pretend to be above us. Tim is an avid
hater of the new drinking age law, and he
well has a reason to, presently he is not
legally able to drink. Tim adds, "Why don't
they raise the drinking age to 42 to cut down
on all drunk driving?"
Bryan LeClerc feels that Julie Hall has
been given a bum rap. "Julie Hall is completely opposite to what most people
perceive it to be. There's a real closeness on
my floor, because all the rooms are singles,
people always have their doors open, and

people openly walk into one another's
rooms. It's almost like a family." Although
he hasn't written up anybody yet, Julie is
"Not a mortuary on the weekends." He even
feels that "Kostka was much deader than
Julie is."
Each of the resident advisors interviewed
felt strongly toward their section of the
campus. "The quad is the place to be," Tim
says. "I wouldn't like to be an R.A. over in
the Orient."Although Colleen feels that
there is a closeness between the students
at Kostka, "the suites inhibit meeting other
people as the bathrooms are right inside
your room. There aren't the community
bathrooms where you can meet other people."
As each of the dorm areas has a certain
type of "air," the age groups of each also
differ. In Kostka, after October 1, 62%will
be of age. Kostka consists of mostly upperclassmen with a scattered freshman or
Continued on page 7
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by Darren Laflamme
C'mon Fairfielders, get involved! The
Groundstar, Fairfield's "one and only"
literary magazine needs your support! MaryMargaret Walsh, Editor-in-Chief of the
Groundstar, recently talked with me about the
exciting and fascinating aspects of the
Groundstar.
"We publish the Groundstar once a year,
usually in May, but this year we're motivated
to the point that we may get this year's issue
out in April," Mary-Margaret begins. "If we
get a tremendous response from the
students, we may even have a deluxe issue
this year,"
■

Fly High To Harvest

mind. That's what Groundstar wants. We
want to know what kind of poetry, art work,
photography, and short stories that you are
interested in. We're here as a release for your
feelings!"
Anyone interested in joining the Groundstar, this Wednesday, October 19th, they are
having an open meeting in B41 of the Campus Center. All are welcome and bring some
of your friends! The meeting starts at 5:00
p.m., and they have weekly meetings every
Wednesday at B41 in the Campus Center at
5:00 p.m.
Although the Groundstar is published in the
middle of the second semester, those of you

The month is October. The leaves are changing and beginning to fall. The wind is ripping
across Bellarmine hill and down through the
Quad. The days are getting shorter, darkness
comes sooner.
This is the time of year many Fairfield students
have anxiously awaited. This is the time for
Harvest.
The preparations for Harvest are now well
underway. If you sit and look during lunch or dinner, you may see the work in progress. Seilers
is the favorite place to pick out and pick up a
date. This is the meat market.

Fairfield's One And Only

The exchanging of written ideas is what the
Groundstar is all about. "It's a great feeling
to see something printed; something that was
created out of nothing. And using just a piece
of paper and a pen, something comes to

who wish to submit photos, short stories,
poems, etc. must have them submitted by
November 15th. You can submit these into
Box N or if you have any questions about any
aspect of the Groundstar, you can reach Ms.
Walsh at either Box N or Box 991. Those of
you who wish to patronize the Groundstar,
and they accept any and all donations, can
also donate money through Box N.
The Groundstar is looking for fresh ideas
for the next issue, and the only way that you
can change the Groundstar is to participate
in it. "We want to change the image of the
Groundstar, we need your work and your help
if we want this next Groundstar to be the best
yet!" Mary-Margaret explains, "Brooks said,
'Poetry...life distilled.' That's basically what
Groundstar is about, life, and your interpretations of it."

sophomore here or there. In Campion, 4%
of the building will be legal after October 1.
In Julie, there are only 12 freshmen and 7
sophomores.
Few of us realize how truly demanding the job
as resident advisor can be. Besides being
physically exhausting, much time that could be
spent studying or socializing on weekends must
be given up. Tim explains, "We have to be on
duty about fifteen days out of each month, and
we must be on duty one night out of each
weekend. It takes time away from friends and
from studying."
The first day as resident advisor can be a

On Laundry
Etiquette

SrflKT

by Mik Toes
As a freshman I never had to worry about finding time to do my laundry before. Laundering
becomes a ritual in which one may be exercised to the point of total frustration.
Granted, doing one's laundry is not the highlight of the day and does not receive the primetime spotlight attention that other activities
receive. However, it is a necessary practice
which is in many obvious ways personal yet on
the other hand social. Social because the laundry room does not service one person at a time.
It is in this act of sharing the facilities that some
students run into difficulties. It seems to me, utterly rude and totally uncool to take someone
else's laundry out of the dryer while it is still
tumbling. This is a breech of laundry etiquette.
The lost quarter is irrelevant, it is the inconvenience of coming back to find one's laundry plopped in a wet mount on top of the dryer. The
dryers are bad enough without any outside help
from laundry fiends. The people who do this type
of malicious, delinquent, criminal act deserve to
be thrown in the rinse cycle and then hung in the
quad to dry. There should be a list of the laundry losers posted on the door.
All this aggravation to have clean socks and
a not so smelly sweatshirt?

THE
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Tuesday Night—Free
Movie 9:00 P.M.
Sunday Night-"Ffld u.
Night" 9 P.M.-11 P.M.
All Drinks Half Price
W/F.U.I.D.
TWO PICTURE ID'S Required!!
20 & Over
"Good Luck" Fairfield Football!
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This tree service is open to all Fairfield University students. Simply bring your pencil, paper
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efPto dinner than before. It's really more reasonable
to stay on campus and brave a party.
Regardless of what your plans are, going to
the dance this year will be a new experience for
all of us. We can make the best of the new rules
and cooperate with the Campus Center. With
your help, this year's Harvest dance will be a
success. Also we can demonstrate that Fairfield
students can handle a dance situation and we
do not want the dances to be cancelled.
So cheers Fairfield, Harvest is all yours!

But this year new preparations must be considered, and new problems must be solved. How
are you going to drink at the dance with the new
restrictions if you are under age? It won't ever
be the same again when you could have had
someone else bring in your goodies at a BYOB
dance. Now only the legal ones can get into the
BYOB room. And what if your date is underage?
Then don't plan to serve your date this year
because it won't be possible. And if both you and
your date aren't legal, then you both may be very
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The Writing Center opened for the fait of '83
on Monday, October 3. For an appoimment, jusi

BE BEAUTIFUL
FROM THE
INSIDE OUT
Good looks come from a
healthy, sound body.
Shaklee brings you the Best
in nutritional supplements
so you can look your Best.
Contact: Mary, 255-0132
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Shaklee

30E ^R
and ^fe||ig
1559 POST RD.
FAIRFIELD
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Bianco, Lambrusco,
Rosato
$

4.69 8% 15 L
STROH'S
export bottles

;Q QQ cold case
w«\/v/

+ tax & deposr

Hairdesign

|. \ J\
» * **

(203)-255-1866

40 COLD KEGS IN STOCK EVERY WEEKEND!
COLD KEGS AND BEER BALLS AVAILABLE
NO EXTRA CHARGE FOR COLD BEER

1476 Post Rd. 259-0673

Riunite

It

ALL KEGS DISCOUNTED

Discowjt Wine&SpiritMertRairts.

(corner Mill Plain Rd.& Post Rd.)
35C DRAFTS Every
9 P.M.-12 P.M.

DINNER
Af

BUY
YOUR

[MIRROR

al's place cafe

Mon. & Thurs. Nights

It may be a better idea to have a party this year
for another reason. Going out to dinner has gotten expensive. And one restaurant in particular
thinks Fairfield students are a menace. This is
Beefsteak Charlie's. It is more of a burden to go

TICKETS

very uptight experience. Tim felt that, "if
you become an R.A. that's too strict the kids
will test you to find out your limit.;;
Although Tim has only written up one student for a yelling incident, he feels that he is
a "moderately strict" resident advisor.
Although being an R.A. is financially
rewarding, Bryan felt that "money is not the
main reason to become an R.A. You gain
leadership experience which is an important aspect of a Politics major. There is also
a great amount of responsibility involved
with the job. You have to co-ordinate all of
the events for your floor and the whole
building in general."
All of the resident advisors also commented that the whole business of becoming an R.A. is a very positive experience. All
of them have met people that they never
would have met if they had not been an R.A.
|
I

So Fairfield, the answer is to "fly high to
Harvest". Have a before party and make it good.
A nice punch is always a good idea and maybe
a beer ball as well. It is time to be resourceful
if your goal is to enjoy those spirits. (Those which
were forbidden you by the almighty lawmakers.)

BE
BRAVE!

(^

R.A.'s Love Jobs
Continued from page 6

thirsty unless you are rather clever and bring a
hidden flask.

by Stephen J. Humes

Groundstar

For those unfortunate few out there who
haven't read the Groundstar as of yet, it's on
sale in the campus bookstore for the
unbelievably low price of only fifty cents!
Mary-Margaret explains why the cost is so
low. "Although the Groundstar only sells for
fifty cents, it costs us approximately two
dollars to publish." Student legislation does
fund some of the money for publishing costs
but, "We're not here to make money, we're
here to open new horizons (the Groundstar's
earlier name) to the student body. This is the
only place to see the creative side."
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8.99
8.ay

Busch

s

schiitz

8.99

suitcases—24 12 oz cans

suitcase—12 oz cans

+ tax & deposit

+ tax & deposit

Classic Club Vodka

Carling

80° 1.75 liter

Case of 12 oz +tax& $j- QQ
Export bottles deposit
D.v7s7

7-99

OLD MILWAUKEE

CARLO ROSSI

12 pack cans

Chablis, Burgundy, Rose

^T« I \J

+ tax & deposit

Not responsible for 'ypographical errors.

12% 4 liter

5.29
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Nursing
Are Re;
by Elizabeth Bartul
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Aren't you just a little bit curious about th|
shoes, stockings, and uniforms, carrying stuff*
Politics majors don't strut down Bannow hill co{
do History majors flaunt the latest toga fashion!
Actually, the 185 female and one male Nursl
major. They are the School of Nursing, as opposj
of Business. The primary difference between a I
Nursing majors make their career committment
want to be some type of nurse.
Therefore, their college years prepare themj
nursing. Freshman year the Nursing major is
Sophomore year a healthy spectrum of nursir
Lamaze classes, resulting in 4-6 hours per weekl
at numerous hospitals throughout ConnecticutJ
ing with a faculty member in a ratio of about 8
It is during the second semester of the secc
isn't for them," according to Dr. Phyllis Porter,
Junior year students are introduced to \h\
surgical nursing is covered at this point, with at
pleted this intense year, Seniors study rehabil
creased to 12-15 hours perweek. Students chool
sue, or specialize in, for their last semester of stf
a nursing student to being a nurse.
Fairfield's program introduces nursing stuJ
posed to Junior year for tft>©e reasons. The first |
an interested audience this way. Secondly, this
mature with their profession over the fduf^earpj
find that nursing is^hat they want at an earlier]
Although this alfsounds a little overwhelmi)
and there is always\a list of students hoping t<)
students should make the switch into Nursing
being that at this point, Anatomy and Physiologj
dent won't be behind. Nursing is difficult to swit]
undergraduate level, and a liberal arts educatiol
Fairfield nursing graduates have no probler
hospitals, clinics, nursirjg homes, industry, asv|
Starting salaries range from $20,000 to $21,500 i
get these salaries." Fairfieidhtasaverygdodrec<]
of '82,100% passed. The 1983 results aren't in
A review course for the boards is off*
"Students are more receptive to prepare for boi
Nursing students are encouraged to get invl
Porter said, "It does mean some careful planf
members of the field hockey, softball, and swir
matter of organization. Nursing is as much worl
Denise Trotta, President of the Student Nul
the group to be "basically to introduce Nursing!
ment is made in college for us. That's what sepal
majors with approximately 40-50 members. Trott|
others." The club is the sponsor of Fairfield's Ce
Bloodmobile Drive, CPR courses, and hosting g(
nent for everyone on campus. The club is lookin|
increased membership this year. "It is a way for I
pus," said Trotta. She hopes to "get Fairfield rec
in April in Oklahoma City.
Karen Ponton, Assistant Professor of Nurs
faculty. She is a Fairfield Class of 74 gradu?
graduating class from the School of Nursing, bi|
ever graduate from this institution. With this in
In comparing her years as a student with hel
stated, "To tell you the truth, I don't think it's mul
while having a good time. Ponton also noted th|
ment to higher education and Jesuit ideals.
Although Ponton could not cite many chan{
the attitudes of today's Nursing majors. When P{
nursing for the commitment of helping others. Nl
it's a guaranteed job when they get out of schof
Ponton also commended the Student Ni
oriented today than in past years.
Perhaps now when you pass one of these
backpack is bursting at the seams.

Fairfield Mirror

Students
:eal People
Bartus and Elizabeth Kline
)out the 186 students who walk around campus in white
stuffed backpacks with dangling stethoscope? After all
hill covered from head to toe with campaign buttons, nor
fashions.
le Nursing majors at Fairfield represent more than a single
opposed to the School of Arts and Sciences or the School
|een a Nursing major, or any other major at Fairfield is that
(ttment a few years before everyone else. They know they
i them, in addition to the liberal arts education, for general
ijor is given a thorough introduction to the profession.
nursing care is introduced. Students are involved with
Ir week of clinical, plus all other classes. Clinicals are held
pcticut, and sometimes into New York. Students are workbut 8 or 10 to one for these clinicals.
le second year that "a number of students decide nursing
forter, Dean of the School of Nursing,
to the more acutely ill phases of health care. Medical/ith at least eight hours per week of clinical. Having comjrehabilitation and long-term care. Clinical hours are in|s choose an area of Nursing they would like to further pur*r of study. This semester is a transition period from being
|ng students to the clinical setting Sophomore year as ople first is that clinical captures motivation, and starts with
ly, this set-up gives students an opportunity to grow and
[Tear period. Lastly, this gives students the opportunity to
|earlier point. ""/helming, relaff^h/Tew students drop-out of the program,
[ping to trarjsfer iil^the School of Nursing. Porter says
irsing no later tharatnkend of Freshman year. The reason
|^Q|wcan^p^^^^^|n^j|e summer, and the stuJo switch into because,
>u're petting a profession at the
fucatlon," said Porte
jgree enables them to work in
>roblem finding jobs.
any special field they pursue,
i, as visiting nurses,
added, "We've just begun to
>1,500 in major cities}
lod record for studej passing their boards. For the Class
jn't in yet.
y
rffei^d-^pffiTg semester at Fairfield by the faculty, but
jfor boards after graduation," said Porter,
[get involved with campus organizations, jobs, and sports,
il planning." Many Nursing majors are RAs, as well as
swim teams. Senior Denise Trotta agrees that, "It's all a
;h work as anything else, but maybe more dedication."
lent Nursing Association, SNA, described the function of
lursing majors as pre-professionals. The career committ|rt separates us." The SNA is a voluntary group for Nursing
. Trotta said, "It's agood club because we're there to help
lid's Career Day and Health Fair. It also is involved with the
|ting guest speakers. These are all activities that are pertij looking for increased participation at their activities, and
lay for Nursing majors to be recognized as a group on cam[eld recognized nationally at the National SNA convention
)f Nursing, is a unique member of the School of Nursing
[graduate. Not only was Ponton a member of the first
sing, but she was also among the first class of women to
this in mind, Ponton recalled, "You felt pretty special."
/ith her years as a member of the Fairfield faculty, Ponton
ft's much different." The students still work hard together
)ted that the university still maintains the same commitIs.
j changes, she could pinpoint one major difference among
/hen Ponton attended school she found, "People entered
lers. Now I'm seeing more students into nursing because
|f school. That's discouraging to me."
*nt Nursing Association for being more professionally
Ithese select students you'll better understand why their
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Ad Expert Discusses
Media Sexploitation
by Jim Moore
A plate of fried clams suddenly transforms into
a Roman orgy. Trapped in the middle of a few
average ice cubes are grotesque faces and a
horrendous monster. Has your mind been
warped by too many weekend parties at Jogues?
Of course not. You have just experienced the
lecture and slide show given this past Tuesday
by Dr. Wilson Bryan Key. This professor and
author of three books amazed and amused the
Oak Room crowd with his famous discoveries
hidden inside today's magazine ads.
He explained how major companies invest
millions of dollars in these ads, of which the
average reader will spend only a few seconds
viewing. But in those precious seconds, the
human mind perceives everything on that page.
When an ad agency hides stimulating pictures
or words in their advertisements, they are
actually hypnotizing the readers into purchasing
their product. In other words, they destroy your
free will. Most of these ads, featured in Playboy,
Time, Reader's Digest and countless other
magazines, have been quite succesful in their
subversive goal.

One slide showed the famous broken bottle of
Seagram's liquor. In those innocent shards of
glass are 15 figures, including a swan and a
male genital organ, which is one of the most
common symbols used in subliminal advertising.
Though most of the "sexy" ads pertained to
alcohol, others were cologne, food and clothing
ads, and even a Howard Johnson's placemat.
This business isn't new. As early as the 13th
Century, artists had painted hidden faces in their
words DaVinci, Picasso and even the AltAmerican Norman Rockwell joined the "club."
This type of advertising is a problem in our
"culture produced by commercial media," as Dr.
Key termed it. Hypnotic suggestion is spreading
into film, music, radio and America's favorite toy,
television. Dr. Key drew a powerful analogy with
the fact that since we're fooled by a fake ice
cube, we would easily be deceived by an illusionary political leadership (an actor in the White
House!)
It's up to you, the future Americans, to decide
whether you want your freedom of choice to remain the captive of big business which
demonically combine capitalism and hypnotism.

Dr. Wilson Bryan Key discussed seductive advertising during his recent Oak Room lecture,
sponsored by F.U.S.A. Arts & Lectures.
[Photo by John J. Pastorelle]
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Ms. Schlamme Leaves
Flavorful Aftertaste
by Bob Clifford

ALLRIGHT G. CARLO BOOKER T. FRANKIE
GERARD R06ELLI
KING
VEE
The I tormonn

The
Idol

The Cool
Jerk

The Silent

by Colleen O'Connor

Peggy
Mach:
Idealism

'A»*-««*»T»»h»*.»J^

"Her commitment, her affirmation of the
triumph of the human spirit in spite of—or
perhaps because of—its vulnerability, makes her
art immediately understandable." this statement by art critic Marshall Berland accurately
describes the work of sculptress Peggy Mach.
Mach, who is currently exhibiting her work in
a one woman show at Fairfield University's
Bellarmine Hall, is a contemporary artist whose
subjects include "everyday people, involved in
everyday comings and goings." Mach believes
sculpture is a particularly durable art form and
as such will serve as a record of history. In her
art, Mach wants to show that people of our era
are individuals who love music and dance and
one another.
The work of Mach does indeed reflect this
commitment. "Marianne" is an outstanding
illustration of a young dancer's love of her art.
The extension of the legs, the arms thrown
gracefully back with the chest and chin thrust forward, all work together to inspire a sense of
serenity and appreciation of the art of dance in
the viewer. This feeling is further encouraged by
the expression on the young girl's face.
On the other hand, "the Offering" misses its
mark completely. Mach's obvious intention with
this bronze sculpture is to portray the love a
young man and woman feel for one another.
However, the expressions on these two faces are
over-dramatized and look phony, insincere and
silly.
"The Sidewalk Supt." is an interesting combination of two mediums—bronze and
aluminum. The young man is done in bronze
while the wall he is peering through its

A little worldly entertainment was brought to
the Campus Center Oak Room last Thursday
with the international cabaret style of Ms. Martha
Schlamme. The incomparable (as she is referred to) Ms. Schlamme was the featured performer at a Dessert Cabaret-Concert presented
by the Office of Special Events here at Fairfield
University, and it turned out to be an enjoyable
evening for all those in attendance.
Ms. Schlamme, accompanied by Harry Huff,
opened her performance with Melissa Manchester's "Come In From The Rain," and continued with selections in many different styles
and languages. She sings in twelve languages,
acquiring her versatility from her diverse family
and historical background. Born in Vienna, Ms.
Schlamme travelled through Europe, at first due
to the forces of war, and then out of her interest
to learn and develop her talents.
Other pieces included in Ms. Schlamme's performance were by musicians such as Kurt Weill
(one of her favorites), Bertold Brecht, Jacques
Brel and Stephen Sondheim. In addition, she did

dramatic readings, including some by e.e. cummings and Judith Viorst. For her finale, Ms.
Schlamme performed a piece in eight different
languages, ending an uninterrupted show of
over two hours.
Ms. Schlamme is an internationally esteemed
singer and actres, having done Broadway,
Carnegie Hall, and theatre performances across
the country and the world, as well as a dozen
album recordings.
Harry Huff, Ms. Schlamme's accompanist, is
also an acclaimed performer who added even
more charm to the evening. He is a pianist,
organist, composer, and conductor who is active
in the New York area. Mr. Huff is familiar to New
York audiences as both an accompanist and
soloist, and has most recently completed a
succesful five-month tour as pianist for Martha
Schlamme.
Ms. Schlamme put on a wonderful show, with
a versatile combination of drama, humor,
language, and especially music. For the price of
seven dollars, the audience not only got dessert,
but a little bit of international flavor as well.

aluminum. This sculpture too gives one a sense
Peggy Mach is a contemporary artist whose
of understanding of the young man apparently technique is founded in the classical tradition.
new to his career.
For the most part her sculpture attests to her
Not all of Mach's work is in this tradition talent as a sculptress. She is however, an
however. "(Owed) Ode to a Psychiatrist" is a idealist. Her art does not accurately describe the
more abstract sculpture. This sculpture is done world today, but instead is an idealistic view of
in lucite, and into the lucite are sculpted images the way people should be. As a record of history
of ears. This sculpture is very succesful because Mach's art is pure propaganda. Although most
it is more thought provoking. It is an image of in- forms of expression are in some way or another
tricate patterns and prisms that symbolize the propagandistic, Mach's art is far too simplistic
confusion and complexity of all a psychiatrist and rosy to describe the "emotion of living" in
hears.
today's world.
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Heath Performs To Appreciative Audience
by Lisa Arpaia
The University and the general public are most
grateful to Mr. Andrew Heath for his inception
of the "Evenings of Music" series. The audience
was given the opportunity to show their appreciation last Friday evening as Mr. Heath, the first
music instructor of the University's Department
of Fine Arts, performed. In addition to his position as Associate Professor of Music at the
University, he is an internationally known pianist
and conductor.
As an international figure in the performing
arts, his notoriety includes his position as "good
will ambassador" to the Far East, as commissioned by the U.S. Department of State.
Mr. Heath, a pioneer in his profession, introduced "new music" to the public. He executed the first live performance in Vienna of
Gershwin's memorable "Rhapsody in Blue" and
his "Concert in F."

Throughout the performance, Mr. Heath
rendered a variety of musical styles. He headlined the evening with Hindemith's "Piano Sonata
No. 3." Though it is believed that Hindemith
composed piano sonatas as a preface to his
operas, the listener can still appreciate in his
sonatas his balancing style as he combines the
classical and conventional.
The harmonic fugal pattern particular to Bach
is evident in the second selection, his "Toccata
in E Minor." The fugal theme takes form as the
major portion of the piece. The Toccata (touchpiece) is reserved for the well-trained pianist, and
Bach's masterful composition was performed
with grace and precision.
The third selection of Muzio Clementi, though
he was a resident of England, finds its roots in
his native land of Italy. The "Sonata in B-flat,
Opus 47, No. 2" demonstrates this Mediterranean influence in its robust theme.

The last selection of the first half of the performance was reserved for the Polish composer
Frederic Chopin. The "Three New Etudes" performed exemplifies Chopin's emotional composition as he moves from the sad feeling "No. 2 Aflat Etude", building up to the climactic "No. 2
F-Minor Etude" and rounding out with the
serene "No. 12 Etude in C-Minor."
Mr. Heath commenced thesecond half of the
performance with two lively rags of the American
James Scott. His compositions are decidedly inspired by Scott Joplin, yet Scott earned his own
recognition by his conservative style.
Next, Heath highlighted Brahms' "Two Fantasies" (anything but a lullaby), which captured
the audience's loyal attention. The "Intermezzo in A Minor, Opus 116, No. 2" and the "Capriccio in G Minor, Opus 116, No. 3" bordered on
the comical as they included a number of different themes.
Mr. Heath closed the evening with three selections by the innovative Claude Debussy. He

bagan with two preludes: "Les collines
d'Anacapri" and "Bruyeres."
The final selection, "L'isole Joyeuse", hypnotically placed the audience into a mysterious
island adventure. The piece evokes images of
a threatening jungle chase leading to a successful escape to safety, returning to a feeling
of excitement either from shock or elation.
V

Mr. Heath elicited lively applause resulting in
two encore selections. He commented that he
"is not hard to persuade" as the audience
welcomed Rachmanioff's "Prelude in G-sharp
Minor." This piece conjures up a scene of major conflict resolving into a peaceful moment (the
calm after the storm). With continued applause,
Mr. Heath complemented the "beautifully warm
audience" with the soft harmony of a "Minuet
by Bach from his B-flat Partita."
The next "Evening of Music" will be Friday
November 4, and will feature pianist Alan Marks.

Gere Below The Limit
by Mary Jennifer Nese
Paramount Pictures went "Beyond the Limit"
of tolerability with their newly released film starring Michael Caine and Richard Gere.
The film is set in Argentina near the
Paraguayan border and deals with Dr. Edward
Plaar, a British doctor played by Richard Gere
and his search for the whereabouts of his father
who is being held as a political prisoner
somewhere in the country.
Michael Caine plays the role of the drunken
British Honorary Consulate to Argentina, who
befriends Plaar and eventually marries the
young native girl after whom Plaar lusts.

two and is an accomplice. However, due to
mistaken identity they abduct- the British
Honorary Consulate (Michael Caine).

"The movie drags on
about the efforts of the two
Paraguayans to have ten
political prisoners released
from jails in exchange for
the release of the British
Honorary Consulate."
The movie drags on about the efforts of the
two Paraguayans to have ten political prisoners
released from jails in exchange for the release
of the British Honorary Consulate.
Based on the Graham Greene novel, "The
Honorary Consul", "Beyond the Limit" lacks
substance and conviction. Richard Gere is like
an American gigolo in Argentina, and fails to
convincingly portray a compassionate British
doctor caring for the poor war torn victims of
Argentina, and at times loses his affected British
accent.
"Beyond the Limit" certainly reestablishes
Richard Gere as a hot item that should not be
missed, but as for the film...

Box Office
Musician Ray Boston entertained both present students and alumni alike during his
recent Campus Center performance. Mr. Boston passed out kazoos for all in attendance to hum along with his unique selection of party tunes, old and new alike.
[Photo by Ellen Dougherty]

A plot begins to form but never quite develops
when two acquaintances of Plaar's from
Paraguay plot to abduct the visiting American
ambassador to Argentina for reasons that aren't
quite clear. Although Plaar is hesitant about getting involved in the ploy, he is persuaded by the

Genesis: An Evolution Into Commerciality
by Rich Mealey
I have a very bad feeling that a lot of people
aren't going to like the new Genesis album, called simply 'Genesis' (Atlantic)—even the vast
majority of Genesis-heads like myself. Some will
sniff and cry 'sell-out', longing for the days when
epics like 'Supper's Ready' were the order of the
day and Peter Gabriel and Steve Hackett were
still singing and sawing with Messrs. Banks, Collins and Rutherford. Others will dismiss the
album as pomp-rock without having given the
album a fair shake.
What it is, I think, is that people have an aversion to change, and would rather hear That
Sound, regardless of how much it can atrophy
as the band matures and expands their experience. As for myself, I do prefer the older
records up to and including Genesis' magnum
opus The Lamb Lies Down On Broadway', but
I realize Genesis' need to evolve and modify their
sound, even if it takes them full circle. Few people remember that Genesis started as a pop
band with their roots in R'n'R and, yes, the

blues.
The new album brings the trio back to the feel
of those early days—maybe a little less pastel
for want of Anthony Phillips' guitar or Gabriel's
howl—but as commercial as they can possibly
get, considering that they're Genesis. Even
though this is accessible music—no flying time
signatures, no demon ivory torture from Tony
Banks—the sound is like nothing around; it is as
orchestral as 'Trick of the Tail', but as spare as
'Abacab.'
I've already talked about 'Mama', the single,
and its flip side, 'It's Gonna Qet Better', but I'd
like to add that 'Mama' sounds better on the'LP
than it does on either the single of the import
EP—both of these edited til form makes no
sense—and that 'It's Gonna Get Better' does
have some very good music indeed,-regardless
of the shabby lyrical content. The remainder of
the album is by turns funky, folksy and—are you
ready, diehards?—reminiscent of the days of
yore, even more so than anything on their last
album.

The funk—'That's All' and 'Just a Job To
Do'—demonstrate that the Phoenix Homes were
nothing more than a luxury, and that even poker- faced Tony Banks can get down and jam. (Of
course, we should have seen it coming when
Mike Rutherford actually started moving around
the stage with his guitar.)
The folk—a lively little number called 'Taking
It All Too Hard'—features something not usually found in Genesis' music: ultra-unforgettable
vocal hooks courtesy of Phil Collins. Rutherford's
guitar work is restrained and tasteful—and here
we thought he'd abandoned the acoustic guitar.
But the orchestral material—the 'Home By the
Sea' suite, and 'Silver Rainbow'—is guaranteed
to take you right back to church. AgaTn, don't expect those Mach-V keyboard flourishes or
displays of drummers' chops, but do expect
some very layered and majestic movements.
There is one other song, and it's actually
rather funny (this kind of flippancy has been
noticeably absent from post-Gabriel Genesis
LPs). It's called 'Illegal Alien', which Collins sings
(in a painfully forced Mexican accent) of truck-

*•"'j.

DAILEY'S FLOWER SHOP
fie Sure to Order Early
Corsages and Flowers
for the Harvest Dance
2151 Black Rock Tpke.
(next to Angus Steak House)

Catt 336-1895

ing over to the Immigration Office sporting a new
pair of shoes, a bottle of Tequila, a new pack of
cigarettes and a smile. He describes America to
the interviewer: 'Over the border, there Jies the
promised land/Where everything is easy—you
just hold out your hand.' The tone with which Phil
Collins delivers his verses, and with which the
band renders the drunken chorus 'It's nooo fun
being an illegal alien' (accompanied by what obviously sounds like partying music) reminds me
of 'Harold the Barrel' and Gabriel's sneer.
So, with this album Genesis have come full circle to their commercial roots and taken us on a
brief history of what made them one of the
world's most important rock bands—the songwriting craft that went into each album, and
especially into 'Home By the Sea', the obvious
theatre of 'Illegal Alien', the romanticism of Taking It all Too Hard' and the aggressiveness of
'Mama.' Do I recommend this album? Yes—for
everyone, and I'm taking to you Genesis fans
who can't take the band without Gabriel. Give
it a shot.
Mealeymeter: 96
Grade: A +

FERE LANE
OPTICIANS.INI
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On Display
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FAIRFIELD (CENTER)
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Major Barbara Opens New Yale Rep Season
by Tim Keefe
What's a dilemma? I'm talking a real
dilemma, not deciding who you're going to
ask to Harvest. A real dilemma is choosing
between life and death, which is exactly
what the title character of Major Barbara,
now playing at Yale Rep, has to do, quickly.
Andrew Undershaft, played by Roy
Cooper, is a wealthy munitions magnate
who clashes constantly with his daughter
Barbara, an idealist played by Giulia
Pagano, who is a major in the Salvation Army. An obvious conflict arises between Andrew, who devotes his life to destroying
people, and Barbara, who devotes her life to
helping people.
The conflict between Barbara and her
father is mediated by Adolphus Cusins
(played by Ivor Brogger), a translator of
Greek poetry who is in love with Barbara,
yet he favors neither Andrew nor Barbara in
the Battle of Morals.
Other characters that take part in the ensuing conflict are: Lady Britomart,

Correction

Barbara's mother (played by Barbara Baxley), who cares not about helping people nor
about hurting people, but about how to increase her already substantial money supply; Andrew's neurotic son, Stephen, played
by Robert Curtis-Brown; Andrew's neutral
daughter Sarah, played by Laila Robins; and
Sarah's outspoken love, Charles Lomax,
played by Norman Snow.

The unfolding plot takes the ever-greedy
Andrew to the Salvation Army to see Barbara at work with the needy citizens. Andrew generously offers a large sum of
money to benefit the Army, yet Barbara
refuses her father's offer, even if it means
the Salvation Army folding.

The next act takes the war-hating Barbara
to visit her father's munitions plant, which
she had been adamantly criticizing. In the
same way that Andrew changed his view of
the Army after his visit, Barbara also decided that the munitions plant wasn't so
bad after her visit. She realized that her
father's business reduced unemployment
and provided many families security. Bar-

bara also realized that maybe the Army
wasn't part of her heart, but part of her
rebellion.
Major Barbara supplied a few very good
performances; namely, Barbara Baxley as
the poised yet stern Lady Britomart; Giulia
Pagano, as the confused Barbara; and Ivor

Brogger's humorous portrayal of Adolphus.
Unfortunately, Major Barbara also contains
many average and a few sub-average
performances. The passable performances
came from Robert Curtis-Brown as Stephen,
and Roy Cooper as Andrew. The below-par
acting came from Laila Robins as Sarah and
Norman Snow as Charles Lomax. These two
play lovers who never seem to do anything
together but smile. Robins succeeds at being perfectly bland and Snow spends his entire performance striving for comic believability, at which he does not succeed.
The sets for this production, designed by
Michael H. Yeargan, were breath-taking and
the costumes by Dunya Ramicora were
highly accurate for the early 20th century.

Yale Rep's Major Barbara is a commendable attempt at capturing the essence of a
George Bernard Shaw classic, yet it doesn't
quite live up to Shaw's standard. Delivering
some fine and some not-so-fine performances, Major Barbara is a somewhat disappointing look at America, pre-World War I. Major Barbara is playing until October 22.

Conflicting stories were printed last week
in the News and Arts and Entertainment
sections of the Mirror. The conflict involved
the dividing of Harvest into one floor as a
B.Y.O.B. event and the other being set up
using a cash bar system. The arrangements
have been set as follows: the Oak Room will
be B.Y.O.B. and the cafeteria will be run on a
cash bar system.

Babysitter Wanted:
Weston area. Must be
available daytime hours. Own
transportation needed.
Call 227-1185 for more info.

Barber Serville
1420 Post Rd.
259-3893
Look Good for Parent's Weekend

Help Wanted.
Earn $15-25 a day working
with community activist
group. Have fun working for
social change. Call ACORN
at 576-0300. Ask for Chris.

Fairfield Trading Post
Sweatshirts from
5.99 to 11.99
Crew neck,
hooded, zippered
Assorted Colors
1580 Post Rd., Fairfield

259-3498
Exit 21 Conn. Tpke.

OIL CHANGE SPECIAL
October
Lube (grease)
ARC0 Supreme

$

4.00

10W-40 Motor Oil-5 qts. *0.75

$

7.35

Oil Filter

Regular Price $20.10

Special Price $11.99
+ Tax

COLONIAL
2047 POST RD.
FAIRFIELD,
CONN.
06430
BBSBSBB

ARC0
TELEPHONE
FAIRFIELD

259-7558

Mr. Boston Schnapps.
Look for Mr. Boston's two new cookbooks, the Cordial Cooking Guide and the Spirited Dessert Guide.
Available at bookstores or through Warner Books:
75 Rockefeller Plaza. Special Sales, Dept. B. New York, New York 10019
Mr Boston Schnapps. 54.60. and 100 proof. Produced by Mr. Boston Distiller, Owensboro, KY, Albany. GA 11982
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ANIMAL INSTINCTS

Campus
Notes

Oak Room Lecture
Joshua Rubenstein, the Director of the
Northeast Region of Amnesty International, will
be speaking on the Amnesty International
organization and the situation of political
prisoners, specifically on the situations in the
Soviet Union, Chile, and Africa. The lecture will
be Tuesday evening, October 18 at 7:30 in the
Oak Room.

Freshmen & Sophomores
Are you interested in your future? There is a
counselor available at the Counseling Center to
talk to you about career plans and possibilities.
You will have a chance to explore areas of
interest through career testing and follow-up
discussions. If interested, see Mrs. Rodgers in
the Counseling Center.

Meetings
A support group for persons concerned about
anorexia nervosa and bulimia will start on Monday, October 17, from 7:30 to 9:00 in Room 15,
Loyola Basement.

by Bruce Kaechele

Job Opportunities
The National Endowment for the Humanities
has announced a new grants program for individual! under 21 to carry out their own noncredit humanities research projects during the
summer of 1984. The Younger Scholars Program will award up to 100 grants nationally for
outstanding research and writing projects in
such fields as history, philosophy and the study
of literature. These projects will be carried out
during the summer of 1984. The application
deadline is Nov. 15, 1983.
A booklet of guidelines and application instructions should be available for photocopying at the
campus student placement office, or write to:
Younger Scholars Guidelines, Room 426, The
National Endowment for the Humanities,
Washington, CD. 20506.

Attention All Seniors
The following is a list of interviews for all
seniors. For pre-screen interviews, resumes
must be submitted at least three weeks prior to
the interview date.
Deloitte, Haskins, Sells; Public Accounting
position for accounting majors. PRESCREEN;
interview is on 10/20.
U.S. Navy; all majors acceptable; FREE: interview date is 10/20.

FUZZLES
A SIX WORD CLUE
in a gross of letters—
they're all connected,
so you'll find them better..
THERE MIGHT BE A SIGN
FOR YOU WHERE OLD
THORN BENSON MET
DORA BARLOW IN 1942.
(and keep track of the
"Characters" you see when
you get there.)

1 eware
An
treasonable
Illogical,

vlRbvious
HBays.
Another screwball puzzle for you to field.

Peat, Marmick; Public Accounting for accounting majors. PRESCREEN; interview 10/25.

Campus Events

Georgetown Law School; All majors from 10-4
p.m. on 10/26; FREE.

The Stag Her Inn presents WASHINGTON vs.
GREEN BAY football game on Monday, Oct. 17.

Price Waterhouse; Public Accounting for accounting majors. Interview is 10/27;
PRESCREEN.
AT&T; Computer Programmer for Math and
Computer Science Majors. PRESCREEN; Interview 11/1.

The Campus Center is sponsoring a free film,
"The Chosen," on Monday, Oct. 17 at 7 p.m. in
Gonzaga Auditorium.
Alpha Sigma Nu—Jesuit Academic Honor
Society Initiation in the Oak Room on Sunday at
3 p.m.

RULES:

1) Answers should be submitted to the Mirror Box AA in the mailroom. Be sure to include
YOUR NAME
YOUR ADDRESS
YOUR PHONE NUMBER (if applicable)
AND THE DATE YOU HAVE SUBMITTED YOUR SOLUTION.
2) Puzzles will appear in this issue and the following Mirror.
3) Deadline for submission of answers will be noon on Monday, October 17th.
4) Winner will be announced in the 10/20 issue of the Mirror. We will deliver to you...
5) Decision.:pf the Gamemasters is Final...
Co-Sponsored by the office of Student Residences and the Mirror.

PRIZE: 2 TICKETS TO HARVEST CONCERT!!

(Fairfield University
puZZLES Contest)
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Waterpolo Makes Splash

TICKETS

Intramural waterpolo made a splash this week
as the 16 teams in the league entered the water
and competition.

for

This year's league is divided into four divisions, each competing on a different evening.
On Monday night, Tsunami looks like the team
to beat, as they pumped the Sea-men's defense
for 145 points. Tsunami is primarily made up of
the swim team, but they have added a number
of members from last years' championship team,
the Plukers. Team player/manager Joe Benenati
feels his team is the one to beat.

HARVEST

Win A Harvest Night
"Dinner For Two!"
Raffle Tickets Available
Lunch Time in CC Lobby
Oct. 13 - Oct. 20

1 for 500
3 for 990
Sponsored by the Accounting Club

TRIDENT
RECORDS

OF FAIRFIELD

•TAKE OUT ORDERS
■GRINDERSSpecial Mike's Calazones
or Turnover Pizzas
10% DISCOUNT
W/F.U.I.D.

• LARGEST SELECTION POSTERS & T-SHIRTS
• LOW PRICES ON RECORDS & TAPES
•OVER "2000" USED RECORDS PRICED FROM $1 to $3
57 Unquowa Road, Fairfield
HOURS:

(Near Community Theater)

FAIRFIELD
ASK ABOUTOUR 6TH
PIE AT NO CHARGE
OPEN DAILY 11 A.M. TO 11 P.M.
SUNDAY 2 P.M. TO 11 P.M.

HTflOW 8TI
OTMi OMIXOOJ

The Tuesday night division shapes up as a
toss-up between The A Team, winners by a 6-1
score over Wet and Wild, and the Hooters, who
won by forfeit. Thursday night's league features
last year's runner-up team, The MadDogstylers,
who are without a doubt the most entertaining
team from a spectator viewpoint. The Mad
Dogstylers were last year's most-penalized
team, as well as the league's highest scoring
machine. A loss to the Plukers in the championship game last year prevented the Dogs from
finishing unbeaten. Captain Ron Huebsch
summed up the team's 6-1 victory last week.
"We play a vicious brand of waterpolo, and our
women work their fingers to the bone."

WILL BE ON SALE
STARTING TODAY
During Lunch Hour
in the Campus Center
Mike's
Pizza

The Sunday night division played their games
after press time, but the favorites are the Nads,
losers to The Dogstylers in the semis last year
by a slim 6-5 margin. It was their only loss.

Mon.-Sat. 10-6

255-1838

Always The Lowest Prices on Records
& Tapes in the Area!

1560 POST ROAD, FAIRFIELD
(NEXT TO FAIRFIELD TRADING POST)

With Fairfield Univ. I.D.
Get 1st Drink for lC

TOP SELECTIONS
AT BOTTOM OF II
THE BARREL
!•
PRICES...
|!
EFFECTIVE OCT. 14th-0CT. 15th II

Of

Black Rock

I

Monday—Monday Night Football
Free Pot of Captains Chili
250 Hot Dog
(served at half time)

Appearing
Sat-Oct. 15

No Cover
9:30-1:00

II•I

I

fll

II
•i
II

FREE DELIVERY
CALL 259-1764
•DELIVERY POLICY
All Transactions must be done with students over20years of
age. Be prepared to sign age statement forms and have proper
ID (Drivers Licence and FU ID). Deliveries will be made between
6-8 pm Thurs,
i nurs, Fri.
i-ri. & Sat.
bat. "CALL
UALL BEFORE
tstr-un1o6 PM". SALE ITEMS
NOT APPLICABLE ON DELIVERIES.

I

Itir
II
I

Directions:
North Benson Rd.
to Grand Union, left
past Luigi's (s Sandbar.
Capt. Smedley's on
left.

Tuesday—Schaefer Night
50<P Bottles
9:00-Till Closing
Wednesday- -99<P Bar Drinks
9:00-11:00
Thursday-Pitcher Night $5.00
Kama-Kazi; Watermelons.
Melon Balls and Slammers
Saturday-11:00-3:00 p.m.
Hot Roast Beef Sandwich
$1.25
Sunday—99C Bloody Mary's
Smedley Burgers $1.95
12:00-2:00 P.M.

2770 Fairfield Avenue. Bridgeport. Connecticut 06605 Telephone (203) 384-0735
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CARL YASTRZEMSKI:
A LEGEND RETIRES...
by Dave DeFusco
On October 2nd Carl Yastrzemski bid
farewell to baseball after twenty three
seasons with the Boston Red Sox. It will be
difficult for me to imagine the Sox without
No. 8 for Yaz symbolizes an immortal monument in baseball tradition. Most of us at
Fairfield U. weren't born yet when the Captain donned his first Red Sox uniform to replace Ted Williams in left field in 1961.
Since then, he has won a triple crown,
seven Gold Gloves, three batting titles, and
has been selected to a remarkable seventeen All-Star teams representing the Sox
and the American League.
He also became the fifteenth player to
garner 3000 hits and the only American
League player in history to achieve 3000 hits
as well as 400 home runs (Hank Aaron, Stan
Musial, and Willie Mays did it in the National League.)
At the end of his professional career, Yaz
ranks in the top twelve in eleven offensive
categories. They are: runs (12th, 1816),
singles (12th, 2259), rbi's (9th, 1843), hits
(7th, 3416), extra-base hits (7th, 1157),
doubles (7th, 646), total bases (6th, 11,972),
walks (3rd, 1843), intentional walks (2nd,
190), and games played (1st, 3304).
He reached the pinnacle of his career in
1967 when he won the Triple Crown, batting
.326 with 44 home runs and 121 rbi's while
leading the Red Sox to an American League
"Impossible Dream" pennant, carrying the
team during the last month of the season.
But the neat summary of events in the
preceding paragraphs is only an incomplete
chapter in the volumes of contributions that
Yaz has made to baseball.
Carl Michael Yastrzemski was something
special in that he represented his team and
baseball with class, respect, dignity, and
gutty professionalism for twenty three
years. He was the heart and soul of an
organization which hasn't won a world
series since 1918. He wasn't a superstarhe batted under .300 seventeen times—he
didn't have the awesome physical build and
power of a Jim Rice, he was only 5' 11", 180
—he didn't have the graceful speed of a
Mickey Mantle, but rather a kamikaze style
which personified his desire to win. Yaz
won't be remembered as a flashy Reggie
Jackson or an outspoken Muhammed AN, but
more as a blue collar worker churning

TOO BAD THE SPORTS
EDITOR IS FROM N.Y.

out a gritty assembly line of productive
records. He wasn't particularly fast or
blessed with a great arm, but he was there
to battle it out with the enemy, day in, day
out, averaging 151 games until he was past
40. He wasn't blessed with great tools, but
he had the greatest and most immeasurable
heart and determination.
He was the man with a million stances—
sometimes he looked like the Leaning
Tower of Pisa, other times he looked like he
was only kept together by a roll of tape and
Ace bandages supported by his uniform.
But at the age of 44, they played him to pull
and respected him so much that he'd been
intentionally walked more times than, yes,
Ruth, Williams, and Jackson. Dwight Evans,
right fielder and teammate of Yaz for eleven
years, mentions that Carl "spent hours
working on his hitting and on different parts
of his game. I have great respect for what he
has done for the game. But I respect him
most for what he is as a person. He's a
human being, not a god. He's a good moral
man."
As an ardent follower of the Red Sox
since I can remember, I didn't dare miss the
final two games of the Captain's career.
Although I could not be present at Fenway, I
tuned in on Channel 38 in anticipation of
this papal-like figure's appearance and the
resulting cheers and outpouring emotion
that would result from the 35,000 ecstatic
fans. I was witnessing a legend retiring in
glory and couldn't help but be touched amid
the endless ovations and clips of his playing career while listening to Frank Sinatra's
"My Way." The fans were chanting "Yaz...
Yaz.. .Yaz" as he trotted down the third and
first baselines giving high fives to all the
fans, and he raised his arms in victory in
right-center as the "bleacher bums"
erupted in a wild frenzy of appreciation. It
was a thunderous crescendo of witnesses
testifying to the Captain's place in Boston
tradition and history.
Carl Yastrzemski epitomized a simpler
time when free agency and incentive
clauses didn't exist... when the terms of a
contract were bound by a loyal handshake
and the love to play was primary.
After all the years of watching Yaz play
for the Sox and experiencing his final days,
the memories of him will be etched in my
mind forever.

With This Ad

Dairy
Queen
Bring this coupon to
your participating
Dairy Queen®
Store, and
Buy One Cone
Get One Free.
Ice Cream that is!
Queen's Choice® hard
ice cream.
Ice Cream in your favorite
flavors—rich and
refreshing. Because when
it comes to treats, we've
been pros at it for 40 years.
Celebrate with us. We've got
your flavor, plus a few surprises.
Offer Good Until 10/26

■o

<
JE

Buy One,
Get One
FREE
191 ! Post Rd.
Ffla. 259-5659

YOU'RE GONNA LIKE THE CHOICE.
AMD Q Corp /1983

, With This Ad.
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by Joe DiPietro
I realize this upcoming statement could
(and should) be upsetting to all those who
live in the Boston area or saluted the flag
when they read the ai tide on the left. But in
accordance with the code of regional partisanship, it must be known that I HATE
CARL YASTRZEMSKI.
To answer a few questions: yes, I am from
New York, yes, I love the Yankees, yes, I
hate the Bruins, Patriots, Red Sox, and even
the Celtics, and yes, I hate the mayor of
Boston, Boston cream pie, Boston baked
beans, and Quincy Market. And yes, I am the
person who, when asked "How can you not
like Yaz?" replied, "Don't talk rational with \
me!"
I'll be the first to admit that if I were born
and raised in the great city of Boston, I
would be saying how much I hated Billy
Martin and Bobby Murcer. But I was lucky; I
was born three miles away from Yankee
Stadium. Thus, the eleventh commandment
became "thou shalt not root for Boston
sports teams," which translates to "thou
shall hate Boston."

ON SPORTS
& SUCH
by Joe DiPietro
And hate I did. I quickly learned how to
scream so Brad Park of the Rangers would
ram Phil Esposito of the Bruins into the
boards. Then, after the big hockey trade in
1975, I found myself screaming so Phil
Esposito of the Rangers would deke around
Brad Park of the Bruins and drill one
through Old Man Cheevers for the score. I
also learned to applaud when Dave Cowens
of the Celtics got injured in 79. The Patriots
I just plain hated because, well you know^
why. And then there are the Red Sox. The

Boston Red Sox. The team which deserves
absolutely no sympathy for not winning a
World Series since 1918. The team which
blew a 14V2 game lead and lost to the
Beloveds in a one game playoff on a beautiful October afternoon in '78 at Fenway Park
in Boston, Massachusetts. And just who
made that last out? It was the legendary
Carl Yastrzemski. The table was set for Carl,
but he was not hungry that day. Nettles
caught the meager pop-up, Guidry won his
25th, and I did between eight and thirteen
flips. Then I lay down on the rug in front of
the television, a spot that had been severely
worn since 1969 from pacing, and laughed a
vindictive laugh as the camera showed the
Yankees thinking about champagne and Yaz
thinking about how to not look silly while
burying his head in his hands on the bench.
Poor Yaz. Just when he had a chance to
pull the chicken bone out of the Red Sox
mouths, he popped up. But I really don't
want to pick on the old guy. Please realize
that Mr. Yastrzemski is probably a very
warm and generous man who loves baseball
and his family. And please realize that I
don't hate Carl Yastrzemski the man; I hate
Carl Yastrzemski the Boston Red Sox leftfielder.
This is the same way I hate Kareem
Abdul-Jabbar the Los Angeles Laker, Drew
Pearson the Dallas Cowboy, and Bobby
Clarke the Philadelphia Flyer. All these people who play for teams not in the New York
area do not sit well with me. And then, after
disliking the teams, then the players, I begin
to hate total cities and sectors of the U.S.
When asked if I would like to go to Washington, D.C., I thought of throwing darts at
John Riggihs of the Redskins. When my
mother recently asked me why I hated
California, I named her the 20 or so professional sports teams that play there.
I really hate to use the word hate so much
in this article. But it is really the way I feel
about non-New York athletes, teams, and
cities. Yastrzemski was a great player, but I
have no choice but to say that I hate him.
And if my father played for the Orioles...
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Freshman Joe Mancini turns the double play to end the game against Fordham.
[Photo by Craig Dickinson]

Winning Streak Improves
Stags' Record to 7-9
by Guy I race
The Fairfield Stags ended the fall
baseball season on a winning note with a
victory over New Haven and a sweep of the
Fordham Rams this past weekend. These
three wins plus the previous two wins over
Housatonic and Sacred Heart should give
the student body a sense of optimism for
the spring season.
The five game winning streak at the end
of this season raised their overall record to
a respectable 7-9 considering the purpose
of fall baseball is to tune up for the spring.
In the game against New Haven, the
Stags won a nail-biter by the score of 5-4.
This was a game that resembled one in
which Fairfield would have lost at the beginning of the year. A Mark Portanova double,
followed by consecutive walks and a catcher's interference highlighted the Stags'
scoring. However, the real drama came in
the top of the ninth inning when pitcher
Dave Caseria completed a beautifully
pitched ball game by striking out the last
two New Haven batters with runners on second and third.
The momentum built up by the victory
over New Haven carried over to the doubleheader against Fordham. The Stags won the
first game 6-1 behind the strong pitching of

senior Bob McCandlish. Bob struck out 14,
proving to the coaching staff that he can be
counted on as the number one or two
starter next spring.
In the second game, a 14-5 victory,
George Mueger pitched the first six innings
with relief help from Rich Clemens. With the
pitching the Stags received from McCandlish, Mueger, and Clemens, it would be hard
to lose, but the victories would not have
been as exciting without the continued hot
hitting that Fairfield has provided over the
past two weeks. Sophomore Chris McKenna
had an outstanding day at the plate, delivering six hits in the double-header. Joe Charno provided the power in the lineup with two
triples. His first triple came in the first inning and cleared the bases en route to five
runs. The second inning saw the Stags put
together eight straight hits, which drove in
six more runs. A two run triple by Charno
and an rbi double by Tom Reardon were the
big hits in the inning.
Can the Stags carry this late season
surge into the spring? Has the pitching staff
finally reached its potential that was so
talked about at the beginning of the
season? Will the clutch hitting continue?
The answers to these questions can only be
speculated at the moment.

Ruggers Win Again
by P. Michael Santaluci
They started with calisthenics under sunny
skies on the East River nestled between the two
steel conglomerates of the Throgs Neck and
Whitestone Bridges. "It was a perfect day for
rugby," as they would say, and a perfect day for
Fairfield to blow away another opponent.
The festivities began with the "A" team taking the field first. Fairfield struck first and quickly.
A perfect lineout and pass from Mark Ryan to
Paul Sheehy, whose name is becoming
commonplace among rugby circles all over the
East coast, scored for red. Conor Gaynor hit the
conversion for a 6-0 Fairfield lead. Tom Leonard
put the ruggers on the board again with a great
run up the middle of the field. Again, Ryan got
the assist. The conversion was missed but Fairfield led 10-0. With Maritime threatening midway
through the half, Jake Freel made a great defensive play blocking a kick with Jim O'Brien picking up the ball and rambling 30 yards for the
score. Another conversion by Gaynor and the
Red Ruggers were up 16-0. Before the half
closed, Fairfield scored again on a nifty Freel

run, again assisted by Ryan. At the half: Fairfield
20-Maritime 0.
The second half opened with Fairfield scoring
on a Maritime penalty. Gaynor nailed a 45 yarder
for 3 more F.U. points, 23-0. "Chubby" Duffy set
up another score with an uncharacteristic fleetfooted 25 yard burst. Duffy, on the play, injured
his shoulder and had to be removed from the
match much to the chagrin of his teammates. He
will be out for four weeks and will be sorely
missed. "Mr. Rugby," Paul Sheehy, scored
again on the next play on the fine pass from
"Chickenhead" Leonard. Gaynor, with the hot
foot, made another conversion and Fairfield led
29-0. Maritime managed to score on a broken
play but missed the conversion kick. Ryan closed out Fairfield's scoring, converting on a crisp
pass from Leonard. Gaynor made another conversion, finishing the day with 11 points. Final,
Fairfield in front 35-4.

Greek" Demitrovits scored next for Fairfield on
a powerful run following fine passes form John
Dooley and "Pinky" Lee, under terrific Maritime
pressure. The conversion was missed, but F.U.
led 8-0. Next it was Tom "Woody" White
rambling from 5 yards out for anther score, ending the first half with Red on top 12-0.
The second half started out with strong scrum
play as they controlled the ball magnificently,
highlighted by some fine play from Eugene
Albanese, Jim Beausole, hooker Keith Jalbert,
Bill Lynch, and scrum half Steve Byrne. Tim
"Grilled Cheese" Collins was the next to score

for Fairfield on a perfect miss inside from Phil
Dunn. Dean Mendes made the conversion for a
Fairfield 18-0 lead. "Cujo" Dowd added to Fairfield's domination by converting a 35 yard penalty kick. Nearing the end of the game Dean
Mendes closed out the scoring with a 42 yard
penalty kick into the wind. Final score, 24-0, with
Mendes compiling 8 points on the day.
All in all, it was a fine weekend for Fairfield
rugby as they continued their domination in the
East.

The rout continued with the "B" side taking
the field. Joe Dowd started the scoring on a short
run from his scrum position, but the conversion
was missed. Fairfield was up, 4-0. Steve "the

Women's Tennis 4-3
The Women's Tennis Team has compiled
a record of 4 wins and three losses, and has
about five more matches left before the
season is over.
The Lady Stags defeated New Haven (9-0),
and The University of Hartford with a
decisive 5-4 score. The doubles team of
Eileen Petrazillo and Trisha West came
through in the clutch when it was 4-4. Victories were also against Queens College,
and The University of Bridgeport.
The team has lost to Quinnipiac College
by a 5-4 score, Pace University (9-0) and Connecticut College 8-1. The only win of the day for
Fairfield was made by the third doubles team of

junior Jaynie Howath and freshman Sheila
O'Shay.
Coming back from an ankle injury which
lasted a week was freshman Stacey Dixon.
Stacey, ankles bound in tape and ace,
played her usual number one slot against
Connecticut College and did a good job of
playing.
The upcoming matches include Rhode Island
College and Southern Connecticut University on
Saturday the fourteenth, and then Marist College
on Wednesday the nineteenth. The following
weekend will be the MACS where Fairfield hopes
to end their season on a winning note.

Harriers Edged By Quinnipiac
by Bob Blake
Whenever the cross country teams from
Fairfield and Quinnipiac get together one
never can tell which way the score will go.
This past Saturday was no exception, as
Quinnipiac squeaked out a 28-27 victory over the
Stags.
Although Sacred Heart also participated
in the meet, it was clear from the outset that
it would be a two-team race. The Ducks'
Albert Goss took out the pace, with the
Stags' Tom "Hangman" Lynch keeping up
for the first couple miles. Goss took control
on Bellarmine Hill as two other Quinnipiac
runners pushed Lynch for second place.
Fairfield's Pat "Spurt" Tobin followed
closely behind this pack, as Drew "Spleen"
Hayes, Paul "The Wizard" Nitzsche, and

Bob Blake also ran ahead of Quinnipiac's
fourth and fifth runners.
Goss won the race with relative ease with
a time of 24:44. Lynch hung onto second
(25:23), but Quinnipiac took the next two
spots. Tobin ran spectacularly (26:15) in the
final home meet of his illustrious career at
Fairfield. Hayes (26:46), Nitzsche (27:21),
and Blake (27:58) also ran their best times of
the year, coming in sixth, seventh, and
eighth, respectively. But it still wasn't
enough.
The victory over Sacred Heart was Fairfield's fourth against four losses. The team
is competing in the Marist Invitational this
Saturday and the MAAC Championships the
following week. Strong performances in
these races will make this season a successful
one.

Fairfield soccer continues to have a dreadful season as they have yet to win a game. Here
they lose 4-1 to St. John's.
[Photo by Marie Wininger & Marisa Picornelli]

